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Abstract
Recently, studies have started employing dynamic four-dimensional computed
tomography (4DCT) imaging as a biomechanical assessment tool. These studies would benefit
from the valuable work that has been done in the past using three-dimensional computed
tomography (3DCT). Thus, a structured review was conducted to examine the extent and range
of methods employing CT imaging to measure shoulder kinematics. The findings of the review
were utilized to conduct a study that employed 4DCT imaging to measure glenohumeral joint
congruency and arthrokinematics during internal rotation to the back in a population of healthy
individuals. The results of this work show the importance of anterior-posterior translation
throughout the motion to achieve maximum range of motion. In conclusion, the use of 4DCT as a
biomechanical measuring tool has shown to be a reliable technique in quantifying joint congruency
and arthrokinematics of the glenohumeral joint and shows promise for future studies.

Keywords
Computed tomography, four-dimensional computed tomography, shoulder, glenohumeral joint,
kinematics, arthrokinematics, joint congruency, proximity maps, joint surface area, contact center
translation.
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Summary for Lay Audience
The shoulder is the most mobile joint in the human body with a wide range of motion.
Thus, it is more susceptible to injury and disorders which affect the shoulder’s function. Its special
range of motion makes the assessment of shoulder motion a challenging task. Static imaging
techniques, such as x-ray and computed tomography (CT), can only visualize the position of the
bones when the shoulder is stationary. This is a problem when developing treatment plans after
injuries, as an understanding of dynamic healthy motion is required to develop treatment plans. As
new studies emerge that employ dynamic imaging and replace traditional static techniques, these
studies would benefit from the valuable work that has been done in the past. To inform researchers
of previously used techniques and their associated limitations, a literature review was conducted.
The review (Chapter 2) outlined current gaps and discrepancies in research studies and made
recommendations for future studies investigating shoulder motion pathways while using computed
tomography (CT) imaging. These recommendations were then utilized in a subsequent study
(Chapter 3) that uses a dynamic imaging modality called four-dimensional computed tomography
(4DCT) as a motion measuring tool while participants rotated their shoulder behind their back.
This motion is important in activities of daily living, such as washing the back and opposite
shoulder, using a back pocket, managing toileting and clasping a brassiere. Yet, studies have
shown that patients could not fully perform this motion after undergoing a shoulder surgery called
reverse shoulder arthroplasty, as the shoulder was limited to only rotate. Thus, this thesis used
dynamic 4DCT to measure the movement of shoulder bones surfaces in healthy adults. The results
explain the importance of translation in performing the motion, which is restricted after the surgery
thus limiting the motion. The use of 4DCT as a measuring tool has shown to be a reliable technique
in quantifying the motion of shoulder bones surfaces. Dynamic measuring of healthy shoulder
motion can help clinicians and researchers in the development of pre- and post-operative treatment
plans and enhance implant designs.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
This chapter provides an introduction to the shoulder’s complex anatomy and biomechanics. A
review of shoulder anatomy, including osteology, ligamentous and musculotendinous stabilizers
is provided. The current understanding and challenges of shoulder biomechanics is presented,
with and overview of the different assessment methods used in the literature. Particular attention
is drawn to the importance of quantifying normal arthrokinematics of the shoulder and the
current limitations with available imaging techniques. Lastly, a rationale, objectives and
hypothesis of this thesis are provided.

1.1 The shoulder
The shoulder is the most mobile joint in the human body with a wide range of motion
(Lefèvre-Colau et al., 2018; Patel et al., 2018). It is a complex joint that is responsible for
articulation of the upper extremities with the skeleton, and it plays an important role in the function
of the arms and hands, which sets humans apart from other mammals (Bakhsh and Nicandri, 2018;
Patel et al., 2018). The shoulder is stabilized and strengthened by the ligaments and muscles and
consists of three bones, the scapula, clavicle and humerus. Its wide range of motion requires the
integrated contribution of its four joints; the acromioclavicular, sternoclavicular, scapulothoracic
and glenohumeral joints (Chang et al., 2020; Marieb and Hoehn, 2018) (Figure 1.1). The
acromioclavicular joint is formed by the connection of the distal end of the clavicle with the
acromion process of the scapula. Additionally, the interface of the proximal end of the clavicle
with the sternum forms the sternoclavicular joint. The scapulothoracic joint describes the anterior
surface of the scapula as is glides over the thorax. Lastly, the articulation of the humeral head with
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the glenoid cavity of the scapula forms the glenohumeral joint (Krishnan et al., 2019). Although
these joints are capable of individual motions, their movements are not entirely independent. This
means that the motion of shoulder joints is often constrained and coupled, a phenomenon known
as shoulder rhythm (Högfors et al., 1987; Inman et al., 1996; Karlsson and Peterson, 1992; Xu et
al., 2014). The shoulder allows for the following motions: rotation, abduction, adduction,
circumduction, flexion, and extension (Tortora and Nielsen, 2016).

1.2 Anatomy
1.2.1 Bones
1.2.1.1 Clavicle
The clavicle, or collarbone, an s-shaped slender bone lies horizontally across the anterior
part of the thorax superior to the first rib. It forms the anterior strut of the shoulder gridle that
connects the upper extremities to the axial skeleton. The lateral half of the clavicle is concave
anteriorly, and the medial half is convex anteriorly. The weakest point of the clavicle is its two
junctions. The clavicle is curved and rougher in males, and straight and smoother in females
(Tortora and Nielsen, 2016).
The lateral end of the clavicle, the acromial end, is broad, flat, and articulates with the
acromion of the scapula to form the acromioclavicular joint. The rounded medial end, the sternal
end, articulates with the sternum at the sternoclavicular joint (Figure 1.2). On the inferior surface
of the lateral end, the conoid tubercle is the point of attachment of the conoid ligament. On the
inferior surface of the medial end, the impression for the costoclavicular ligament is the point of
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attachment of the costoclavicular ligament, which is the ligament that connects the clavicle to the
first rib (Tortora and Nielsen, 2016) (Figure 1.3).
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Figure 1.1: Anterior view of the right shoulder
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Figure 1.2: Superior (top) and inferior (bottom) view of the right clavicle.
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Figure 1.3: Anterior view of the right shoulder
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1.2.1.2 Scapula
The scapula, or shoulder blade, is a large, flat, triangular bone with a long, narrow posterior
surface. It is located on the superior end of the posterior thorax between the second and seventh
ribs lateral to the vertebral (spinal) column. On the posterior surface of the scapula, a prominent
ridge runs diagonally across the scapula called the spine. The acromion is a flattened projection of
the lateral end of the spine of the scapula and the peak of the shoulder that is easily felt. The
acromion articulates with the acromion end of the clavicle at the acromioclavicular joint. The
glenoid cavity of the scapula is a shallow depression, inferior to the acromion, that articulates with
the proximal head of the humerus forming the glenohumeral (shoulder) joint.
The medial, vertebral border is the thin edge of the scapula closer to the vertebral column. The
lateral, axillary border, is the thick edge of the scapula closer to the arm. The inferior edge of the
scapula is where the medial and lateral borders join. The superior border joins the vertebral border
at the superior angle. Along the superior border, the suprascapular nerve passes through a
prominent indentation called the scapular notch.
The tendons attach to a projection of the anterior surface at the lateral end of the superior
border. This projection is called the coracoid process. Superior and inferior to the spine are the
supraspinous and infraspinous fossae. The supraspinatus fossa serves as an attachment surface for
the supraspinatus muscle of the shoulder, and the infraspinatus fossa serves as an attachment
surface for the infraspinatus muscle of the shoulder. The hollowed-out area on the anterior surface
called the subscapular fossa, serves as a surface of attachment for the subscapularis muscles
(Tortora and Nielsen, 2016) (Figure 1.4).
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Figure 1.4: Anterior (right panel), posterior (central panel) and lateral view (left panel) of the right scapula
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1.2.1.3 Humerus
The humerus, or arm bone, is the largest and longest bone of the upper extremities. It
consists of a proximal end (ball-shaped), tubular shaft and a flattened distal end. Proximally, the
humerus articulates with the scapula to form the glenohumeral (shoulder) joint, and distally, it
articulates with both the radius and ulna to form the elbow joint. Distal to the head of the humerus
is the anatomical neck, which is the site of the epiphyseal plate in the humerus. Distal to the
anatomical neck is the greater tubercle, which is the most lateral palpable bony landmark of the
shoulder. In addition, it is inferior to the palpable acromion of the scapula. The lesser tubercle is
located anteriorly with respect to the anatomical neck. The intertubercular sulcus is an indentation
running between both tubercles. Distal to the tubercles is the surgical neck where the proximal end
meets the long shaft. The surgical neck is a common fracture site of the humerus (Tortora and
Nielsen, 2016).
The proximal half of the shaft of the humerus is cylindrical, whereas the distal half is
triangular, wide, and flat. At the middle of the shaft, on the lateral side, there is a rough, V-shaped
area referred to as the deltoid tuberosity. The deltoid tuberosity serves as an attachment surface for
the tendons of the deltoid muscle. The radial groove runs on the posterior side of the deltoid
tuberosity and ends on its inferior side. The radial groove contains the radial nerve (Tortora and
Nielsen, 2016).
On the distal end of the humerus, laterally, the capitulum articulates with the head of the
radius. The anterior depression above the capitulum is called the radial fossa, and it accommodates
the radial head during forearm flexion. Medial to the capitulum, a spool-shaped surface, referred
to as the trochlea, articulates with the ulna. The anterior depression above the trochlea is called the
coronoid fossa, and when the forearm is flexed, it receives the coronoid process of the ulna. The
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large posterior depression of the distal part of the humerus is called the olecranon fossa, and when
the forearm is extended, it receives the olecranon of the ulna. On the distal end of the humerus, the
medial and lateral epicondyle projections are located. These surfaces serve as attachment points of
most of the tendons of the forearm muscles. The ulnar nerve, the nerve responsible the sensation
of pain when the elbow is hit, can be palpated on the posterior surface of the medial epicondyle
(Tortora and Nielsen, 2016) (Figure 1.1).

1.2.2 Ligaments and Joint Capsule
The joint capsule and ligaments accounts for the soft tissues responsible for providing
stability for the shoulder structure. The joint capsule of a synovial joint is a thin layer that surrounds
the articulating surfaces of the joint and excretes lubricating synovial fluid and nutrients. In the
shoulder joint, the articular capsule, or joint capsule of the glenohumeral joint is a thin, loose sac
that encloses the structures of the joint, including the anatomical neck of the humerus and the
glenoid cavity of the scapula. The weakest point of the articular capsule is the inferior side of the
capsule (Tortora and Nielsen, 2016).
The ligaments that connect the shoulder bones and stabilizes the joints are: the
acromioclavicular ligament, coracoacromial ligament, coracohumeral ligament, glenohumeral
ligaments, transverse humeral ligament, coracoclavicular ligaments and superior transverse
scapular ligament (Tortora and Nielsen, 2016) (Figure 1.3).
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1.2.3 Muscles
The muscles of the shoulder contribute to the motion of the complex and provide stability
to the overall structure. They are commonly grouped based on their insertion sites and origin,
including the scapulohumeral, scapulothoracic, humerothoracic and multi-joint muscles (Figure
1.5, 1.6, 1.7)
1.2.3.1 Scapulohumeral Muscles
The scapulohumeral muscles originate on the scapula and insert on the humerus, thus
playing the largest role in the stability and motion of the glenohumeral joint. The scapulohumeral
muscles are composed of the deltoid, supraspinatus, subscapularis, infraspinatus, teres minor and
major and coracobrachialis.
The deltoid muscle has been found to account for approximately 50% of the total required
moment during glenohumeral abduction (Hess, 2000). This muscle can be divided into three subregions (anterior, middle, and posterior) based on their different functions. For example, the
anterior and posterior deltoid muscles contribute to flexion/extension and internal/external
rotation, respectively, in addition to their role in abduction (Ackland and Pandy, 2011).
The rotator cuff muscles of the shoulder provide stability to the joint throughout the motion
(Culham and Peat, 1993) and are activated during both abduction and rotation moments (Neer,
1990). The cuff refers to four muscle bellies; the supraspinatus, subscapularis, infraspinatus, and
teres minor muscles, and their associated tendon, joint capsule and the glenohumeral ligaments.
This complex structure of muscles surrounds the glenohumeral joint from three direction,
anteriorly, posteriorly, and superiorly.
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The supraspinous fossa, the space between the spine and superior edge, serves as the origin of the
supraspinatus muscle, which inserts on the humeral greater tuberosity. This muscle contributes to
elevation motions (Howell et al., 1988; Kedgley et al., 2008; Wuelker et al., 1994a, 1994b),
especially during the initiation of abduction (Ackland et al., 2008; Kedgley et al., 2007).
The infraspinatus fossa, the inferior space to the scapular spine, serves as the origin of the
infraspinatus muscle, which inserts on the posterior side of the greater tuberosity. It is divided onto
superior and inferior sub-regions (Ackland et al., 2008). The infraspinatus muscle contributes to
stabilization rather than motion production (Ackland et al., 2008).
The subscapularis originates on the subscapular fossa, which is the entire anterior surface
of the scapula, and inserts on the humeral head at the lesser tuberosity. Similar to the infraspinatus,
the subscapularis is composed of a superior and inferior sub-regions that can be loaded separately
(Ackland et al., 2008). The main function of the superior part is to provide joint stability and apply
forward flexion moments, yet the inferior part only contributes to stabilization (Ackland and
Pandy, 2011; Escamilla et al., 2009; Jenp et al., 1996). The later border of the scapula serves as
the origin of the teres major and minor, with the minor located superior to the major. The teres
major inserts on the anterior side of the humeral shaft, while the teres minor blends with the
infraspinatus muscle and inserts on the humeral head at the greater tuberosity. Both muscles
primarily contribute to humeral adduction and stability of the shoulder complex (Neer, 1990), with
the teres major accounting for internal rotation and the teres minor accounting for external rotation
(Ackland and Pandy, 2011). The tip of the coracoid process serves as the origin of the
coracobrachialis muscle and inserts on the anteromedial side of the humeral shaft. This muscle is
activated during flexion and resisted adduction (Ackland et al., 2008; Jonsson et al., 1972).
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1.2.3.2 Humerothoracic Muscles
The humerothoracic muscles originate on the thoracic cage and insert on the humerus.
These muscles are the latissimus dorsi and the pectoralis major. The latissimus dorsi muscle
originates on the lower thoracic and upper vertebrae, pelvis’s iliac crest, inferior three rib and
scapula’s inferior angle. This muscle inserts on the bicipital groove of the humerus and contributes
to adduction, extension and internal rotation of the humerus (Ackland et al., 2008; Ackland and
Pandy, 2011). The pectoralis major muscle originates on the anterior surface of the medial side of
the clavicle and sternum. This muscle inserts on the lateral lip of the bicipital groove of the
humerus and contributes to adduction, flexion and internal rotation of the humerus (Ackland et al.,
2008; Ackland and Pandy, 2011).

1.2.3.3 Scapulothoracic Muscles
The scapulothoracic muscles originate on the thoracic cage and insert on the scapula. These
muscles are the rhomboids, levator scapulae, serratus anterior, pectoralis minor and trapezius. The
rhomboid and levator scapulae muscles insert on the posterior side of the scapula along the medial
scapular border. Conversely, the serratus anterior muscle inserts on entire length of the anterior
surface of the scapula’s medial boarder. The pectoralis minor muscle inserts on the anterior surface
of the coracoid process, and the trapezius muscle inserts on the superior edge of the scapular spine.
Each of the scapulothoracic muscle is responsible for a different motion of the scapula relative to
the trunk, including tilting and elevation of the scapula.
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1.2.3.4 Biarticular Muscles
The biarticular muscles of the shoulder crosses more than one joint from origin to the point
of insertion. These muscles include the triceps brachii and short and long heads of the biceps
brachii. Primarily, these muscles play a role in elbow motion, but their paths across the GH joint
affects the function and kinematics of the shoulder. The triceps muscles originate on the lateral
border of the scapula inferior to the glenoid cavity, while crossing the elbow and GH joints. This
muscle inserts on the ulna with limited contribution to the shoulder motion, yet provides resistance
to inferior shear forces during adduction activities (“Rockwood and Matsen’s The Shoulder, 2
Volume Set - 4th Edition,” n.d.). The biceps short head muscle originates from the tip of the
coracoid process and the long head originates from supraglenoid tubercle. Both heads meet at the
deltoid tuberosity and cross the elbow to insert on the radius. Some studies have proposed that the
role of the short head is to provide resistance to anterior translation of the humeral head
(“Rockwood and Matsen’s The Shoulder, 2 Volume Set - 4th Edition,” n.d.).
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Figure 1.5: The muscular origins and insertions on the scapula. Anterior (top) and posterior
(bottom) view of a right scapula
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Figure 1.6: The muscular origins and insertions on the humerus. Posterior (left) and anterior
(right) view of a right humerus.
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Figure 1.7: The muscles of the shoulder complex. Anterior (top) and posterior (bottom) views of
a right shoulder
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1.3 Joints
The joints forming the shoulder complex have two main functions; to provide stability to prevent
injury and/or dysfunction and to achieve maximal range of motion (ROM) (“Rockwood and
Matsen’s The Shoulder, 2 Volume Set - 4th Edition,” n.d.). The glenohumeral (GH) joint has the
largest ROM, thus accounting for the majority of the motion produced by the shoulder complex
(An et al., 1991; Halder et al., 2001b, 2001c, 2001a; Howell et al., 1988; Karduna et al., 1996;
Ludewig et al., 2009). The shoulder allows for rotation, abduction, adduction, circumduction,
flexion, and extension (Tortora and Nielsen, 2016). The articulating surfaces of this joint include
the concave surface of the glenoid fossa and the convex surface of the humeral head. The surface
area of the humeral head is roughly four times larger than the surface area of the glenoid (Chang
et al., 2020). Hence, only a small, constantly changing portion of the humeral head is in contact
with the glenoid throughout the motion, while the glenoid contact is relatively constant throughout
the motion (Bey et al., 2010; Kelkar et al., 2001; Soslowsky et al., 1992; Warner et al., 1998).
The sternoclavicular (SC) and acromioclavicular (AC) joints describe the articulation
between the medial and lateral sides of the clavicle with the sternum and acromion, respectively.
These joints are defined as plane synovial joints based on their anatomy, yet the sternoclavicular
joint functions as a ball-and-socket joint and has three degrees of freedom. The SC joint can
undergo elevation/depression, protraction/retraction and rotation about the longitudinal axis
(Abbott and Lucas, 1954). On the other hand, the acromioclavicular joint allows for minimal
translation motion during excessive load application. Both joints contribute to the stability and
motion of the scapula (Culham and Peat, 1993).
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The scapulothoracic (ST) joint describes the anterior surface of the scapula as is glides over the
thorax, separated by the subscapularis muscle belly. The articulation of this joint contributes to the
range of motion of the shoulder complex by delaying the impingement of the greater tuberosity
during abduction and increasing range of protraction during horizontal adduction (Culham and
Peat, 1993). These motions contribute to the joint stability by directing the joint load within the
articular surface of the glenoid, hence preventing potential damage to the soft tissue stabilizers of
the shoulder (S and F, 1993).

1.4 The glenohumeral joint
1.4.1 Anatomy
The glenohumeral (shoulder) joint is a ball-and-socket, synovial joint formed by the
articulation of the humerus head with the glenoid cavity of the scapula. This joint is also referred
to as the humeroscapular joint. The articular capsule, or joint capsule, of the glenohumeral joint is
a thin, loose sac that encloses the structures of the joint, including the anatomical neck of the
humerus and the glenoid cavity of the scapula.
The glenohumeral joint consists of three main ligaments, including the coracohumeral
ligament, glenohumeral ligaments and transverse humeral ligament. The coracohumeral ligament
is a strong, broad band that strengthens the upper (superior) part of the joint capsule and covers
the greater tubercle of the humerus and the coracoid process of the scapula. It splits into two bands,
anterior and posterior, which insert into the lesser and greater tubercles of the humerus,
respectively (Arai et al., 2014). This ligament does not only strengthen the superior part of the
capsule, but also reinforces the anterior aspect of the joint capsule. The glenohumeral ligaments
are three ligaments (superior, middle, and inferior ligament) that combine to cover the anterior
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surface of the glenohumeral joint. These ligaments extend from the glenoid cavity to the
anatomical neck and lesser tubercle. Although they provide minimal strength to the joint, the
glenohumeral ligaments stabilizes the joint when the humerus approaches or surpasses its range of
motion limits. In another word, they prevent the shoulder from dislocating anteriorly. Lastly, the
transverse humeral ligament is a thin band spreading from the lesser tubercle to the greater tubercle
of the humerus. The ligament’s role is to retain and grip into the head of the biceps brachii muscle
in the intertubercular groove (Tortora and Nielsen, 2016).
The labrum of the glenohumeral joint is a thin layer of fibrocartilage surrounding the outer
layer of the glenoid cavity. It enlarges and deepens the glenoid cavity of the scapula. The
glenohumeral joint consists of four bursae, including the subscapular bursa, subdeltoid bursa, and
subcoracoid bursa, and subcromial bursa. Bursae are sacs filled with lubrication fluid found
between the bones and tendons of synovial joints (Tortora and Nielsen, 2016) (Figure 1.4).

1.4.2 Glenohumeral Biomechanics
The glenohumeral joint is the most mobile joint in the human body with a wide range of
motion (ROM) in multiple planes (Bakhsh and Nicandri, 2018; Lefèvre-Colau et al., 2018; Patel
et al., 2018). These motions include, flexion/extension, adduction/abduction, and internal/external
rotation (Bakhsh and Nicandri, 2018; Chang et al., 2020). The shoulder movements in the sagittal
plane are flexion and extension. Flexion defines the movement of the upper limb (humerus)
anteriorly and its normal ROM ranges from 150 to 180. Extension is the movement of the upper
limb posteriorly and its normal ROM ranges from 40 to 60. In the coronal plane, movement
towards the midline is called adduction, and movement away from the midline is known as
abduction. The normal ROM of abduction ranges from 150 to 180. The motions in the transverse
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plane are internal and external rotations, in another word, the internal and external axial rotations
of the humerus. The normal ROM of internal and external rotations ranges from 50 to 90 and
60 to 90, respectively (Bakhsh and Nicandri, 2018; Chang et al., 2020; Dutton, 2008; Norkin et
al., 2009). In addition, the humerus moves about the vertical axis, which results in unique shoulder
articulations including horizontal adduction, horizontal abduction, and cross-abduction. Moreover,
the shoulder’s wide range of motion allows for movements that are not limited to cardinal planes,
such as circumduction and elevation and depression of the humerus (Krishnan et al., 2019). These
complex movements require the motion of all shoulder bones, allowing for the wide range of
motion. This constrained and coupled motion of the shoulder bones is known as the shoulder
rhythm (Högfors et al., 1987; Karlsson and Peterson, 1992; Xu et al., 2014), and is dependent on
numerous factors, such as joint anatomy, plane and arc of elevation and loading conditions
(Gopura et al., 2016; Lo and Xie, 2012). The complexity of the shoulder movement poses a
challenge when analyzing the kinematics of the shoulder in addition to challenges related to
anatomic complexity, inconsistent clinical descriptions, measurement limitations and movement
variability (Krishnan et al., 2019). Movement variability is a significant barrier in standardizing
upper limb kinematics (Murphy and Häger, 2015), as it originates from both inter- and intrasubject variability (Viceconti, 2011), and since the upper arm movements are discrete, it is
challenging to compare inter- and intra-subject kinematics (Rau et al., 2000). Unlike the gait cycle
in the lower extremity, movements in the upper extremity are variable and are not often cyclic or
characterized into discrete phases. To overcome some of these challenges, some studies examine
only planar motion to simplify their analysis, but this kinematic simplification may not adequately
capture full functional movements (Favre et al., 2009; Rau et al., 2000).
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1.4.4 Osteoarthritis
The glenohumeral joint often becomes a source of musculoskeletal pathology, such as
osteoarthritis. Osteoarthritis (OA) is a chronic, degenerative disorder of multifactorial etiology
(Patel et al., 2018). It presents clinical symptoms and structural and radiological changes of the
joint. These include the loss of articular cartilage, inflammation, subchondral bone remodeling and
increased mechanical stress (Bijlsma et al., 2011; Patel et al., 2018; Woolf and Pfleger, 2003).
Osteoarthritis of the glenohumeral joint significantly affects activities of daily living performance
and quality of life, thus resulting in upper limb disability. The GH joint is characterized by a small
joint surface contact area between the glenoid and the head of the humerus. Joint’s muscles and
ligaments ensure its stability and congruency, making it the most mobile and unstable joint of the
human body. Normally, the articulation of the humeral head with the glenoid cavity is almost
frictionless with the well-lubricated, smooth cartilage between the bones (Kaback et al., 2012;
Soslowsky et al., 1992). The degeneration of the joint cartilage caused by osteoarthritis results in
an abnormal distribution of the loads of the GH joint followed by adaptive changes in the
subchondral bone. The humeral head and glenoid cavity wear down resulting in osseous
articulation deformity and limited range of motion (Walch et al., 1999). Typically, cartilage
damage starts at the center of the humeral head and the posterior side of the glenoid, along the
growth of osteophytes around the anatomical neck of the humerus. These bony changes often result
in the loss of the central position of the humeral head with respect to the glenoid, followed by
posterior subluxation. In addition, the formation of osteophytes around the bones can limit
rotations of the shoulder and increase bone volume (Parsons et al., 2004). Patients with OA
experience pain and reduced range of motion, followed by difficulties in performing of activities
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of daily living. Osteoarthritis can be treated with surgery, including anatomic total shoulder
arthroplasty and reverse shoulder arthroplasty.

1.4.4.1 Surgical Treatment
1.4.4.1.1 Anatomic Total Shoulder Arthroplasty
Anatomic total shoulder arthroplasty (TSA) maintains normal anatomy of the shoulder
joint (ball and socket). The humeral head is replaced with a rounded, smooth metal head with a
stem inserted into the humerus, and the glenoid is replaced with a cemented polyethylene
component (Sanchez-Sotelo, 2011). Previous studies have demonstrated the benefits of TSA, such
as restoring active forward flexion, external rotation at the side, and internal rotation to the back.
This surgery requires the rotator cuff to be intact and the glenoid to have adequate bone stock for
the implant to be inserted and constrained (Latif et al., 2012; Mattei et al., 2015). Undergoing TSA
with a damaged rotator cuff results in abnormal shoulder kinematics, leading to loosening of the
implant (Latif et al., 2012; Mattei et al., 2015). Mild deformities of the glenoid may be corrected
by leveling the surface of the glenoid and restoring its version (i.e., eccentric reaming). However,
in cases of severe deformities, for example, posterior erosion of the glenoid surface, the use of
total shoulder arthroplasty has a higher rate of failure as a result of glenoid implant loosening and
posterior instability. In such cases that have severe erosion, reverse shoulder arthroplasty is
indicated as an alternative to an unconstrained total shoulder arthroplasty (Latif et al., 2012; Mattei
et al., 2015).
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1.4.4.1.2 Reverse Shoulder Arthroplasty
Reverse shoulder arthroplasty (RSA) is a widely spread surgery used to treat numerous
shoulder pathologies, including osteoarthritis, to relief pain and restore function (Boulahia et al.,
2002; Frankle et al., 2006; Jauregui et al., 2018). Different than anatomic total shoulder
arthroplasty, RSA reverses the normal anatomy of the shoulder (ball and socket) by replacing the
glenoid fossa with a ball component, and the humeral head with an articular socket (Lee et al.,
2020). Similar to anatomic shoulder arthroplasty, previous clinical and biomechanical studies have
demonstrated the benefits of RSA, such as restoring active forward flexion of the shoulder
(Berliner et al., 2015; Gerber et al., 2009; Kwon et al., 2012). However, RSA cannot restore the
full range of motion of other motions. Studies have shown no significant improvement in internal
and external rotation motions in patients who underwent RSA (Maier et al., 2014; Wall et al.,
2007; Young et al., 2009). A recent study noted no significant improvements in external rotation
at the side, external rotation at 90° of abduction, and internal rotation to the back (Kim et al., 2020).
The internal rotation to the back motion is important in activities of daily living, such as washing
the back and opposite shoulder, using a back pocket, managing toileting and clasping a brassiere
(Kim et al., 2020). The limited motion is thought to be the consequence of inverting the anatomic
concavities of the glenoid and humerus that creates a fixed structure in which is limited to only
rotate/spin (Roche and Crosby, 2018). Quantifying normal arthrokinematics can explain the
importance of translation to achieve maximum range of motion and underline the changes of
contact area caused by OA.
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1.5 Methods to Quantify Articular Contact
Quantifying normal contact mechanics of human joints can help clinicians and researchers
in the development of diagnostic tools, pre- and post-operative treatment plans, and enhance
implant designs.

1.5.1 Direct Approaches
Initial techniques for examining and quantifying contact area of articulating joints
consisted of direct, invasive techniques, which are limited to static positions of inferring motions.
These approaches include pressure-sensitive films, dye staining and silicone casting. Pressuresensitive films technique involves the insertion of a film directly into the surfaces of articulating
joints to measure the pressures applied to the joint in loaded conditions. The pressure produces a
stain, in which its intensity is then calibrated to the magnitude of pressure. The drawback of
pressure-sensitive films, as is true with all direct approaches; they are invasive and only used on
cadaveric specimens. The second direct technique to quantify contact area, dye stating, uses dye
or stain to locate and quantify the contact area. This technique is associated with numerous
artifacts, such as the introduction of air bubbles in the dye material and the dye’s inability to reach
all the articulating surfaces. The air bubbles results in the overestimation of the measured contact
area, and the dye’s inability to reach all the articulating surfaces result in the underestimation of
the measured contact area. The last approach to quantify contact mechanics is silicone casting,
which is the gold standard when studying and measuring contact area. In this approach, the joint
is distracted and injected by a casting material, such as cement. Then, the joint is held until the
cast has solidified after being reduced to the intact orientation. After removing the material from
the joint, the areas lacking the dried cement are quantified as the joint contact areas. This technique
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alters the magnitude and orientation of contact since it requires sectioning of the surrounding soft
tissue and capsule. This results in inaccurate representation of the native joint contact area and
mechanics. The discussed methods require direct access into the joint, sometimes sectioning of
joint’s capsule and soft tissue that support the joint. These techniques are invasive and compromise
the stability of the joint, thus, altering the actual contact mechanics.

1.5.2 In-Direct Approaches
In-direct, non-invasive imaging techniques have been developed to quantify bones
interaction and contact that occurs at the joint. These techniques include bi-plane fluoroscopy,
computed tomography (CT) and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) (Cohen et al., 1999; Marai et
al., 2004). These medical modalities provide volumetric datasets that can be reconstructed into
three-dimensional models to evaluate joint surfaces using different approaches. One approach to
quantify contact mechanics uses two-dimensional images to identify the overlapping pixels of each
slice, or tomography (Van Ginckel et al., 2011). The downside to this technique is that it uses twodimensional (2D) slices, which can introduce errors when examining anatomically complex
structures. Another approach is proximity mapping, which is a three-dimensional (3D) technique
that measures joint contact area and congruency (Anderst and Tashman, 2003; Ateshian et al.,
1994; Bey et al., 2008; Goto et al., 2004; Lösch et al., 1997; Marai et al., 2006, 2004; von
Eisenhart-Rothe et al., 2004). This approach uses the volumetric datasets acquired from the scans
to reconstruct 3D models of the articulating joints and create proximity maps using a software
algorithm (Lalone et al., 2013). The algorithm defines the contact area by measuring Joint Surface
Area (JSA), which assumes that regions of higher contact pressure (or smaller inter-bone distance)
resemble those of closest/high proximity (Marai et al., 2004). The algorithm measuring the inter-
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bone distance was originally developed for in vitro cadaveric testing, and has been validated
against a gold standard (Gammon et al., 2018). Ever since, this algorithm has been used in
numerous in vitro and in vivo studies examining the contact mechanics of the wrist, elbow and
shoulder (Gammon et al., 2018; Lalone et al., 2021, 2013, 2011).

1.6 Imaging Modalities
Medical imaging plays an important role in the understanding of the normal function of the
shoulder, the diagnostic of diseases and injuries, and the planning of pre- and post- operative
treatment plans. Previous studies examining the kinematics and arthrokinematics of the shoulder
have relied on different imaging modalities, including radiographs and computed tomography
(CT).

1.6.1 Radiographs
Radiographs, or x-rays, are the first line of investigation to assess suspected fracture,
fracture healing and alignment of joint. They have excellent bone contrast and are cost-effective.
X-rays are generated by bombarding metal anodes with accelerated electrons, which are
transmitted through a phosphor screen or a film combination. The intensity of this 2D projected
image depends on the amount of attenuation that is occurring as x-rays are travelling through the
body. X-rays experience exponential attenuation that is in proportion to the attenuation coefficient
of the body its travelling through. As a result, the images produced provide key diagnostic
information due to the different attenuation factors (40-120 keV) of bone, muscle, fat and other
tissues of the body (Leahy and Clackdoyle, 2005). X-rays have excellent contrast for assessing
bones of the body and are cost-effective compared to other imaging modalities. The inability of x-
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rays to precisely perceive articular incongruity have resulted in literature discrepancy between
produced images and clinical results.

1.6.2 Fluoroscopy
Certain medical procedures use fluoroscopy imaging as guide though the internal structure.
Fluoroscopy imaging provides x-ray images in a series of a movie to allow for real-time assessment
of kinematics. This modality involves the injection of a contrast agent, in which its movement is
tracked through the body, resulting in a moving image of the functioning organs of the body. After
the x-rays pass through the body, they are received by an intensifier, which converts the
radiographs to moving images displayed on a monitor. Fluoroscopy imaging have been employed
to examine kinematics of the human joints, since it overcomes the limitation of static studies
(Baumer et al., 2016; Bey et al., 2008; Dal Maso et al., 2016; Matsuki et al., 2016; Matsumura et
al., 2019; Mozingo et al., 2019). However, like many other modalities, fluoroscopy imaging is
limited by its 2D nature, making it difficult to detect complex musculoskeletal movements and
abnormalities (Baumer et al., 2016; Bey et al., 2008; Dal Maso et al., 2016; Matsuki et al., 2016;
Matsumura et al., 2019; Mozingo et al., 2019).
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1.6.3 Computed Tomography
Three-dimensional computed tomography (3DCT)), quasi-statically (sequence scans) or
dynamically by employing CT with bi-plane fluoroscopy (Baumer et al., 2016; Bey et al., 2008;
Dal Maso et al., 2016; Matsuki et al., 2016; Matsumura et al., 2019; Mozingo et al., 2019) can be
used to measure shoulder joints kinematics as bony landmarks and structures can be readily seen.
The technique of using fluoroscopy with CT utilizes 3D models of bones obtained from
computed tomography (CT) scans, which are then matched to aspects of the acquired radiographic
images acquired from fluoroscopy (Baumer et al., 2016; Bey et al., 2008; Dal Maso et al., 2016;
Matsuki et al., 2016; Matsumura et al., 2019; Mozingo et al., 2019). This technique can accurately
monitor real-time dynamic joint forces and 3D complex motions in in-vivo environments. The
procedure of matching the 3D models to the radiographic images requires the user to manually
align the models to the fluoroscopic projections as close as possible, which makes the outcome
strongly operator dependent. In addition, this process is time consuming and can result in
inaccurate estimations. A further problem is that fluoroscopic images obtained with 3D
fluoroscopy are geometrically distorted and unsuitable for quantitative analysis without an
accurate correction process.
Overall, CT techniques can overcome many challenges associated with other motion
measuring techniques by providing accurate, non-invasive, 3D measures of in-vivo shoulder joint
anatomy that can be used to create anatomical coordinate systems and 6 degrees of free kinematic
analysis. While these techniques have been useful in producing 3D images of bony anatomy, over
time, there are still many challenges associated with the ability to accurately measure dynamic
motions and limited field of view and out of plane error. Thus, better imaging modality with
improved image processing is required.
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1.6.4 Four-Dimensional Computed Tomography
Four-dimensional computed tomography (4DCT) is a dynamic CT imaging technique,
which allows for evaluation of continuous shoulder motion as opposed to sequential static 3DCT.
Four-dimensional computed tomography produces 3DCT volume sequences of a moving structure
captured over time (time + CT), creating a dynamic volume data set (Kwong et al., 2015). This
technique has promising clinical outcomes for the visualization and measurement of kinematic
musculoskeletal pathophysiology. It has currently been used to assess the glenohumeral joint
(Matsumura et al., 2019), scapulothoracic joint (Bell et al., 2015), acromioclavicular (Alta et al.,
2012) and sternoclavicular joint (Hislop-Jambrich et al., 2016) of the shoulder. Shoulder research
using 4DCT have been used as a motion measuring tool of the glenohumeral and acromioclavicular
joint (Alta et al., 2012; Matsumura et al., 2019), as a preoperative planning tool in snapping scapula
syndrome (Bell et al., 2015), and as a diagnostic tool of the sternoclavicular joint instability
(Hislop-Jambrich et al., 2016). This new technology is recently emerging, yet only few studies
have been done at the shoulder structure, none of which have looked at the contact mechanics over
time.
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1.7 Thesis Rationale
The shoulder is a complex joint with a wide, coupled, and constrained motion, making
shoulder biomechanics challenging to assess, especially under in-vivo conditions. Medical
imaging approaches can provide a non-invasive approach that can produce three-dimensional
measures of in-vivo shoulder joint. These approaches have been widely used to measure normal
and pathological shoulder biomechanics. New studies are emerging that employ four-dimensional
computed tomography (4DCT) and replace traditional study designs that combine biplane
fluoroscopy and computed tomography (CT). These studies would benefit from the valuable work
that has been done in the past to inform this new generation of CT motion analysis.
Recent research studies using 4DCT have not evaluated normal contact patterns of the
glenohumeral joint during active internal rotation to the back. This motion is significant in
activities of daily living and its contact mechanics is yet to be measured. Characterizing normal
glenohumeral arthrokinematics of the glenoid with the humerus in healthy adults can help
clinicians and researchers in the development of pre- and post-operative treatment plans and
enhance implant designs.
The purpose of this thesis is to advance the biomedical engineering field by assessing the
use of CT in shoulder kinematics to propose a technique that employs 4DCT. The findings of this
thesis will inform researchers of previously used techniques and their associated limitations and
quantify glenohumeral arthrokinematics during internal rotation to the back.
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1.8 Objectives and Hypothesis
1.8.1 Objectives
1. To examine the extent and range of methods employing CT imaging to measure shoulder
kinematics in research studies using a systematic literature search and structured data
extraction process.
2. To describe a technique which employs 4DCT to quantify in vivo glenohumeral contact
patterns during dynamic shoulder motion and examine the reliability of the proposed
technique.

3. To quantify normal glenohumeral joint congruency and arthrokinematics in the healthy
adult during internal rotation to the back.

1.8.2 Hypothesis
1. The use of CT imaging in the literature to assess the kinematics of the shoulder presents
inconsistencies and significant gaps of data reporting due to non-standardized protocols.
2. The techniques using 4DCT will be a useful tool to visualize and quantify in vivo dynamic
glenohumeral joint arthrokinematics. The proposed technique to measure glenohumeral
arthrokinematics will be reliable within 0.5 mm.
3. Similar trend of glenohumeral contact patterns will be noticed throughout internal rotation
to the back, however, participants will undertake different pathways and different
translation distance to reach maximum range of motion.
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1.9 Thesis Overview
Chapter 2 examines the extent and range of methods using CT imaging to measure shoulder
kinematics in research studies using a systematic literature search and structured data extraction
process.
Chapter 3 describes the use of a previously developed inter-bone distance algorithm and 4DCT
images to analyze the contact area of the glenohumeral joint to measure glenohumeral joint
arthrokinematics. This chapter also tests the reliability of the approach used to quantify
glenohumeral arthrokinematics.
Chapter 4 provides a general discussion and summary of the work in this thesis and indicates
directions for future work.
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Chapter 2: How does Computed Tomography Inform our
Understanding of Shoulder Kinematics? A Structured Review
Chapter 2 examines the extent and range of methods employing CT imaging to measure
shoulder kinematics in research studies using a systematic literature search and structured data
extraction process. This chapter addresses the current gaps in data reporting, and concludes
with recommendations for future studies using CT.
A version of this work has been submitted to the Journal of Medical and Biological
Engineering and Computing.

2.1 Introduction
Human movement is complicated and the behavior of the single parts does not fully explain
the behavior of the whole body, and vice versa (Viceconti, 2011). Thus, a single joint behavior
cannot entirely account for the behavior of multiple joints (Gielen et al., 1995). This previous
statement couldn’t be more true than when examining the motion of the hand and upper limb, as
it is difficult to reliably evaluate the kinematics of the upper limb when the hand, wrist, elbow and
shoulder are moving synchronously (Rau et al., 2000). Kinematics is concerned with the motion
of objects (pathway of motion) and does not reference the forces that cause the motion. Numerous
challenges arise when analyzing shoulder kinematics, and these challenges are related to anatomic
complexity, inconsistent clinical descriptions, measurement limitations, over-constrained systems,
and movement variability (Krishnan et al., 2019).
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As discussed in Chapter 1, medical imaging approaches can provide a non-invasive
approach that can produce 3D measures of in-vivo shoulder joint motion (six degrees of freedom)
(Baumer et al., 2016; Dal Maso et al., 2016; Matsuki et al., 2016). Recently, 4-dimensional
computed tomography (4DCT) (time + 3DCT) technology has emerged and may be a useful
alternative to 3DCT, as it overcomes the challenges associated with limited field of view, out of
plane error, and static limitations of current imaging modalities.
Several studies have employed 4DCT scanning to assess the glenohumeral joint
(Matsumura et al., 2019), scapulothoracic joint (Bell et al., 2015), acromioclavicular joint (Alta et
al., 2012) and sternoclavicular joint (Hislop-Jambrich et al., 2016), but the validity of this
technique and the outcome measures reported have not been examined or standardized. Critically
appraising and comparing results from many studies using systematic reviews and meta-analyses
is essential to further our efforts towards the biomechanical challenge of characterizing complex
shoulder motion. Additionally, as new studies emerge that employ 4DCT and replace traditional
study designs that combine biplane fluoroscopy and CT, these studies would benefit from the
valuable work that has been done in the past to inform this new generation of CT motion analysis.
Therefore, the aim of this structured review was to examine how CT scanning has been used to
measure range of motion in six degrees of freedom (6DoF). Specifically, the objective was to
examine the extent and range of methods employing CT imaging to measure shoulder kinematics
in research studies using a systematic literature search and structured data extraction process.
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2.2 Methods
2.2.1 Literature Search and Study Identification
A literature search was conducted using Evidence-based Medicine Reviews (Embase) and
PubMed with publication dates up to and including February 2020. The search was limited to fulltext publications, written in English, and involving adult humans. The following keywords were
used to search databases for eligible studies: Shoulder OR Glenohumeral OR Scapulothoracic OR
Acromioclavicular OR Sternoclavicular AND Computed Tomography OR CT OR 3DCT OR
4DCT AND Motion OR Kinematic OR Kinematics. The first step of study identification was
reviewing the titles listed from both databases using the specified keywords. In total 2,058 titles
were reviewed (Figure 2.1). Studies were excluded if they were non-English, involving nonhumans or children. Additionally, studies were excluded if they were review articles, published in
conference proceedings or as a dissertation or thesis. Included studies had to meet the criteria of
using CT imaging to measure the kinematics of the shoulder.

2.2.2 Study Selection
In total, 167 studies were included for abstract screening. Studies were excluded if they
were not evaluating shoulder kinematics or did not use CT scanning. After the abstract screening,
79 studies were excluded in addition to 21 duplicates. Eighty-eight full-text studies were then
considered eligible for data extraction. After reading the full article, 59 studies were further
excluded for not meeting the inclusion criteria (i.e., measuring shoulder kinematics), and 29 studies
were included. The excluded studies used CT scanning to measure static models or abnormalities
of the shoulder, rather than kinematics (Figure 2.1).
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2.2.3 Data Collection Process
The data extraction and review process were conducted using a standardized data extraction
procedure developed for this review, as shown in Figure 2.1. Three reviewers were involved in the
data extraction and review process. Two reviewers completed detailed reviews of all articles, with
consultation of the third reviewer in the case of uncertainty in the extraction process. In addition,
the PRISMA checklist was used to improve transparency in this review.

Figure 2.1: Literature Search and Study Identification
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2.3 Results
2.3.1 Study Demographics
In total, 29 studies were included in the data extraction process (Figure 2.1). Table 2.1 lists
the authors, titles, journal reference, study location, year of publication, start and end pages,
volume and issues of each study in alphabetical order. As shown, the majority of the studies
reviewed were conducted in Japan (11 studies) (Fung et al., 2001; Kijima et al., 2015; Kozono et
al., 2018a, 2018b, 2017; Matsuki et al., 2016, 2014, 2012, 2011; Matsumura et al., 2019; Nishinaka
et al., 2008), followed by the USA (6 studies) (Bakshi et al., 2016; Baumer et al., 2016, p.; Bey et
al., 2008; Elwell et al., 2017; Giphart et al., 2013; Mozingo et al., 2019), Korea (5 studies) (Jeon
et al., 2016; D. S. Kim et al., 2017; E. Kim et al., 2017, p., 2017; Kim et al., 2015), Canada
(Clément et al., 2017; Dal Maso et al., 2016) and Germany (Werner et al., 2018, 2017) (2 studies),
Switzerland (Lädermann et al., 2019), Belgium (Baeyens et al., 2001) and Australia (Alta et al.,
2012) (1 study). The frequency of studies investigating shoulder kinematics increased in 2016 and
2017 and decreased in 2018 (Figure 2.2). Detailed information about the sample size, sex, age and
participants of each study are shown in Table 2.2. The overall number of participants across all
included studies was 397 participants, in which 218 participants were males and 54 participants
were females. Eight studies did not report the sex of their participants, leaving the sex of 125
participants unstated. Eleven studies included males only as their participants. Almost half of the
articles examined participants with a mean age of ≥ 40 years (14 studies). Ten studies examined
adults with a mean age of 30-39 years, and six studies investigated adults with a mean age of 2029 years. Two studies did not state the age group of their participants.
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Table 2.1: Summary of Studies Measuring the Kinematics of the Shoulder

Author

Journal

Location

Year

Start
Page

End
Page

Volume

Issue

1

The New 4-dimensional
Computed Tomographic
Scanner Allows Dynamic
Visualization and
Measurement of Normal
Acromioclavicular Joint
Motion in an Unloaded
and Loaded Condition

Alta et al.

Journal of
Computed
Assisted
Tomography

Australia

2012

749

754

36

6

2

Glenohumeral joint
kinematics related to
minor anterior instability
of the shoulder at the end
of the late preparatory
phase of throwing

Baeyens et
al.

Clinical
Biomechanics

Belgium

2001

752

757

16

9

Article #

Title

46

3

The Influence of Surgical
Stabilization on
Glenohumeral Abduction
Using 3-Dimensional
Computed Tomography in
Patients With Shoulder
Instability

Bakshi et al.

The Journal of
Arthroscopic
and Related
Surgery

USA

2016

1495

1501

32

8

4

Measuring ThreeDimensional Thorax
Motion Via Biplane
Radiographic Imaging:
Technique and Preliminary
Results

Baumer et
al.

Journal of
Biomechanical
Engineering

USA

2016

145041

145045

138

1

5

Measuring dynamic invivo glenohumeral joint
kinematics: Technique and
preliminary results

Bey et al.

Journal of
Biomechanics

USA

2008

711

714

41

3

6

Three-dimensional
analysis of the locked
position in patients with
recurrent shoulder
instability.

Clément et
al.

Journal of
Shoulder and
Elbow Surgery

Canada

2017

536

543

26

3

47

7

Quantifying the competing
relationship between
adduction range of motion
and baseplate micromotion Elwell et al..
with lateralization of
reverse total shoulder
arthroplasty

Journal of
Biomechanics

USA

2017

24

30

52

8

8

Scapular and clavicular
kinematics during humeral
elevation: a study with
cadavers

Fung et al.

Journal of
Shoulder and
Elbow Surgery

Japan

2001

278

285

10

3

9

Effect of Plane of Arm
Elevation on
Glenohumeral Kinematics
A Normative Biplane
Fluoroscopy Study

Giphart et
al.

The Journal of
Bone and Joint
Surgery

USA

2013

238

245

95

3

10

Effect of critical shoulder
angle, glenoid
lateralization, and humeral
inclination on range of
movement in reverse
shoulder arthroplasty.

lädermann e
t al.

Bone and Joint
Research

Switzerla
nd

2019

378

386

8

8

48

11

Combined effect of change
in humeral neck-shaft
angle and retroversion on
shoulder range of motion
in reverse total shoulder
arthroplasty — A
simulation study

12

In vivo 3-dimensional
analysis of scapular and
glenohumeral kinematics:
comparison of
symptomatic or
asymptomatic shoulders
with rotator cuff tears and
healthy shoulders

Kijima et al.

Journal of
Shoulder and
Elbow Surgery

13

Comparison of dynamics
in 3D glenohumeral
position between primary
dislocated shoulders and
contralateral healthy
shoulders.

Kim et al.

Journal
of orthopaedic
s

Korea

2017

195

200

14

1

14

In Vivo Analysis of ThreeDimensional Dynamic
Scapular Dyskinesis in
Scapular or Clavicular
Fractures.

Kim et al.

Acta Med.
Okayama

Korea

2017

151

159

71

2

Jeon et al.

Journal of
Clinical
Biomechanics

Korea

2016

12

19

31

--

Japan

2015

1817

1826

24

11

49

15

Three-dimensional
scapular dyskinesis in
hook-plated
acromioclavicular
dislocation including hook
motion.

Kim et al.

Journal of
Shoulder and
Elbow Surgery

Korea

2018

1117

1124

27

6

16

In vivo analysis of
acromioclavicular joint
motion after hook plate
fixation using threedimensional computed
tomography

Kim et al.

Journal of
Shoulder and
Elbow Surgery

Korea

2015

1106

1111

24

7

17

In Vivo Kinematic
Analysis of the
Glenohumeral Joint
During Dynamic Full
Axial Rotation and
Scapular Plane Full
Abduction in Healthy
Shoulders

Kozono et
al.

European
Society of
Sports
Traumatology,
Knee Surgery,
Arthroscopy
(ESSKA)

Japan

2017

2032

2040

25

7

18

Dynamic kinematics of the
glenohumeral joint in
shoulders with rotator cuff
tears

Kozono et
al.

Journal
of Orthopaedic
Surgery and
Research

Japan

2018

1

7

13

9

50

19

In Vivo
Dynamic Acromiohumeral
Distance in Shoulders
With Rotator Cuff Tears

Kozono et
al.

Clinical
Biomechanics

Japan

2018

95

99

60

--

20

Glenohumeral joint
kinematics measured by
intracortical pins,
reflective markers, and
computed tomography: A
novel technique to
assess acromiohumeral dist
ance

Maso et al.

Journal of
Electromyogra
phy and
Kinesiology

Canada

2016

4

11

29

--

21

In vivo 3-dimensional
analysis of scapular
kinematics: comparison of
dominant and
nondominant shoulders

Matsuki et
al.

Journal of
Shoulder and
Elbow Surgery

Japan

2011

659

665

20

4

22

Dynamic in Vivo
Glenohumeral Kinematics
During Scapular Plane
Abduction in Healthy
Shoulders

Matsuki et
al.

Journal of
orthopedic & s
ports physical
therapy

Japan

2012

96

104

42

2

51

23

In vivo 3D analysis of
clavicular kinematics
during scapular plane
abduction: Comparison of
dominant and nondominant shoulders

Matsuki et
al.

Gait and
Posture

Japan

2014

625

627

39

1

24

Differences in
Glenohumeral Translations
Calculated With Three
Methods: Comparison of
Relative Positions and
Contact Point

Matsuki et
al.

Journal of
Biomechanics

Japan

2016

1944

1947

49

9

25

Glenohumeral translation
during active external
rotation with the shoulder
abducted in cases with
glenohumeral instability: a
4-dimensional computed
tomography analysis

Matsumura
et al.

Journal of
Shoulder and
Elbow Surgery

Japan

2019

1903

1910

28

10

26

Comparison of
glenohumeral joint
kinematics between
manual wheelchair tasks
and implications on the
subacromial space: A
biplane fuoroscopy study

Mozingo et
al.

Journal of
Electromyogra
phy and
Kinesiology

USA

2019

1

11

--

--

52

27

Determination of in Vivo
Glenohumeral Translation
Using Fluoroscopy and
Shape-Matching
Techniques

Nishinaka et
al.

Journal of
Shoulder and
Elbow Surgery

Japan

2008

319

322

17

2

28

The influence of humeral
neck shaft angle and
glenoid lateralization on
range of motion in reverse
shoulder arthroplasty

Werner et
al.

Journal of
Shoulder and
Elbow Surgery

Germany

2017

1726

1731

26

10

29

Glenosphere design affects
range of movement and
risk of friction-type
scapular impingement in
reverse shoulder
arthroplasty.

Werner et
al.

The Bone and
Joint Journal

Germany

2018

1182

1186

100-B

9

53

Table 2.2: Study Demographics

Article #

Sample Size

Sex (F:M)

Age (years)

Participants

1

16

5:11

42 ± 11

Healthy

2

6

Not stated

30-40

1st division handball players with minor
anterior instability vs. control

3

39

6:33

24.6 (15- 58)

3 groups of patients with shoulder
instability: failed surgical stabilization,
successful surgical stabilization, and
unstable shoulder with no prior surgical
intervention. Compared with unaffected
shoulder

4

5

Not stated

59.4 ± 9.9

Rotator cuff tear patients

54

0:5

65.4 ± 8.6

Repaired and contralateral shoulders of
patients following rotator cuff repair

6

44 patients,
46 shoulders

Not stated

Normal laxity: 27±7
Hyperlaxity: 27±7
Epilepsy: 24±3

18 with “normal” laxity, 18 with
hyperlaxity and 8 (2 bilateral) with
epilepsy

7

3 cadavers, 4
shoulders

1:2

71–78

Healthy

8

3 cadavers

Not stated

76.3 ± 6.6

Healthy

9

13

2:11

Mean age of 29 ± 6
years

Healthy

10

12

Not stated

Not stated

Scheduled to undergo RSA (type A1
glenoid)

11

3

0:3

Two males in their
20s and one male in
his 40s

Healthy

5

5

55

12

19

8:11

Symptomatic RCTs:
A mean age of 67
years (range, 62-72
years)

13

10
participants,
20 shoulders

0:10

23.4 ± 8.8 (17–35)

Subjects who had suffered shoulder
dislocation for first time compared with
the contralateral healthy shoulder.

Not stated

Patients with scapular
fracture: 48.2 (36-84)
Patients with
clavicular non-union:
54.7 (26-72)

Patients who had been treated for
scapular or clavicular fracture. Compared
with normal contralateral shoulder.

14

20 patients,
40 shoulders

56

5 symptomatic RCT patients, 7
asymptomatic RCTs patients, 7 healthy
participants

15

15 patients,
30 shoulders

16

7 participants,
14 shoulders

17

10

18

21

48.2 (36-84)

15 cases of acromioclavicular dislocation
treated with a hook plate and 15
contralateral normal shoulders

2:5

42 (24-60)

Patients with distal clavicular fractures
fixed with hook plate of one shoulder
compared with the normal (without hook
plate fixation) shoulder.

0:10

32 (30–37)

Healthy

5:16

RCT: 72 ± 5 (65–75)
Healthy control
subjects: 32 ± 2 years
(30–37)

11 rotator cuff tear patients who were
scheduled to undergo rotator cuff
surgery. 10 healthy controls

Not stated

57

19

21

5:16

Patient: 72 ± 5
Control: 32 ± 2

11 rotator cuff tear patients and 10
healthy control subjects

20

4

0:4

36 (27-41) mean

Healthy

21

12

0:12

32 (27-36)

Healthy dominant vs. nondominant

22

12

0:12

32 (27-36)

Healthy

23

12

0:12

32 (27–36)

Healthy

24

15

0:15

31 (27–36)

Healthy

58

25

10
participants,
20 shoulders

0:10

22.5 ± 3.5

Patients with unilateral glenohumeral
instability with a positive fulcrum test.
Compared with contralateral shoulder

26

10

1:9

45.8 ± 12.5 (26-58)

Participants with spinal cord injury who
use a manual wheelchair as their primary
mode of mobility

27

9

1:8

31(27-38)

Healthy

28

20

Not stated

Not stated

Patients scheduled to undergo primary
total shoulder arthroplasty for concentric
osteoarthritis

29

21

18:3

71.9 (50-87)

Patients with primary glenohumeral OA
eligible for total shoulder arthroplasty
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Figure 2.2: Number of studies by year

2.3.2 Population of Individuals Studied
Table 2.2 lists the participants examined in each study. Twelve studies examined healthy
participants, five studies examined participants with shoulder instability, five studies examined
participants with a rotator cuff tear, three studies examined participants with shoulder osteoarthritis
and two studies examined shoulders with fractures. “Other” category includes studies evaluating
participants with hyperlaxity or spinal cord injury who use a manual wheelchair. Of the 29 included
studies, eight studies compared the results to the participants’ contralateral shoulder (Bakshi et al.,
2016; Bey et al., 2008; D. S. Kim et al., 2017; E. Kim et al., 2017; Kim et al., 2018, 2015; Matsuki
et al., 2011; Matsumura et al., 2019), and five studies compared the results to a control group
(Baeyens et al., 2001; Elwell et al., 2017; Kijima et al., 2015; Kozono et al., 2018a, 2018b) (Table
2.2).
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2.3.3 Joints Studied and Approach Used
Of the studies included in this review, several studies assessed multiple joints. Overall, the
kinematics of the glenohumeral joint was measured in 22 studies (Baeyens et al., 2001; Bakshi et
al., 2016; Bey et al., 2008; Clément et al., 2017; Dal Maso et al., 2016; Elwell et al., 2017; Fung
et al., 2001; Giphart et al., 2013; Jeon et al., 2016; Kijima et al., 2015; D. S. Kim et al., 2017;
Kozono et al., 2018a, 2018b, 2017; Lädermann et al., 2019; Matsuki et al., 2016, 2012; Matsumura
et al., 2019; Mozingo et al., 2019; Nishinaka et al., 2008; Werner et al., 2018, 2017). The
scapulothoracic joint kinematics was measured in eight studies (Baumer et al., 2016; Fung et al.,
2001; Giphart et al., 2013; Kijima et al., 2015; E. Kim et al., 2017; Kim et al., 2018; Matsuki et
al., 2012), and the acromioclavicular and sternoclavicular joints were measured across seven (Alta
et al., 2012; Dal Maso et al., 2016; Fung et al., 2001; Kim et al., 2018, 2015; Kozono et al., 2018b;
Matsuki et al., 2014) and two studies (Fung et al., 2001; Matsuki et al., 2014), respectively. Table
2.3 presents detailed data on the motions and joints studied and landmarks and coordinate systems
used to assess motion. To measure the 6DoF kinematics, a joint coordinate system must be
employed. Fourteen studies used a coordinate system that followed the International Society of
Biomechanics (ISB) recommendation (Bakshi et al., 2016; Bey et al., 2008; Dal Maso et al., 2016;
Fung et al., 2001; Giphart et al., 2013; E. Kim et al., 2017; Kim et al., 2018; Kozono et al., 2018a,
2018b, 2017; Lädermann et al., 2019; Matsuki et al., 2014; Matsumura et al., 2019; Mozingo et
al., 2019; Wu et al., 2005) and 11 studies developed a coordinate system for various reasons
(Baeyens et al., 2001; Baumer et al., 2016; Clément et al., 2017; Jeon et al., 2016; Kijima et al.,
2015; D. S. Kim et al., 2017; Matsuki et al., 2016, 2012, 2011; Matsumura et al., 2019; Nishinaka
et al., 2008). The other five studies did not use or develop a coordinate system to measure range
of motion; however, range of motion was measured using software or by taking 2D planar
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measurements of the CT scans (Alta et al., 2012; Elwell et al., 2017; Kim et al., 2015; Werner et
al., 2018, 2017). One study used both ISB recommendations and a developed coordinate system
(Baumer et al., 2016). The study compared and validated a rib-based thorax coordinate system
against the ISB recommendations before measuring the motion.
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Table 2.3: Kinematics Measurement
Article
#

Joint

Motion

•
1

2

3

Neutral, adduction of the
arm (unloaded)
Neutral, adduction
(loaded resisted superior
elevation)

Acromioclavicular

•

Glenohumeral

•
•
•

90° abduction
90°external rotation
Late cocking position with
the arm maximally externally
rotated

•

0° of abduction and 0° of
external rotation
30° of abduction and 30° of
external rotation
Arms maximally abducted
(overhead position).

Glenohumeral

•
•

Landmarks

Coordinate System

Anteroposterior translation: a line
anterior to the acromion
perpendicular to the joint line and
a second line anterior to the
clavicle parallel to this. Superinferior translation: a horizontal
line under the acromion.

Not used

4 humeral and 4 scapular
landmarks 4

Veldpaus Coordinate System
(F. Veldpaus, 1988)

ISB

ISB
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4

5

Scapulothoracic

Glenohumeral

•

Coronal-plane abduction

•

Coronal-plane elevation from
a resting position (arm at the
subject’s side)
to approximately
120° of humerothoracic eleva
tion (loaded with 3lb weight)
External rotation with the
arm adducted from a resting
position of full internal
rotation to maximal external
rotation (loaded with 3lb
weight)

•

Costovertebral (CV) and the
sternocostal (SC) joint

Compared ISB to a rib-based thorax
coordinate system. The origin of the thorax
coordinate system was defined as the SC
joint of the superior rib. The S/I axis of the
thorax coordinate system was defined as
the vector from the midpoint of the inferior
rib’s CV and SC joints to the midpoint of
the superior rib’s CV and SC joints. The
M/L axis was defined as a vector
perpendicular to the plane created by the
CV and SC joint of the superior rib and the
midpoint between the SC and CV joint of
the inferior rib pointing to the right.
Finally, the A/P axis was defined as the
cross product of the superior/inferior and
M/L axes.

ISB

ISB

64

6

Glenohumeral

•
•
•

12° of abduction
90° of external rotation
21° of extension

Glenoid: the origin Og was the
center of the ellipse. Humerus: the
centroid of the humeral head and
aligned with the glenoid-centered
coordinate system

A glenoid coordinate system
(Og, Xg, Yg, Zg) was defined at the
scapula, as described in Ohl et al. The
origin Og was the center of the ellipse,
the Zg axis was perpendicular to the mean
plane fitted to the glenoid rim, the Yg axis
was the vector from the inferior to the
superior part of the ellipse, and the Xg axis
was the cross product of Yg and Zg to
form an orthonormal system. The humeral
coordinate system (Oh, Xh, Yh, Zh) was
defined at the centroid of the humeral head
and aligned with the glenoid-centered
coordinate system.

ROM was measured as the angle
between the central axis of a
humeral stem and a plane parallel
to the reamed glenoid face.

Not used

ISB

ISB

7

Glenohumeral

•

Adduction

8

Glenohumeral +
scapulothoracic +
acromioclavicular
+ sternoclavicular

•

Humeral elevation
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9

10

Glenohumeral +
scapulothoracic

Glenohumeral

•
•
•

Abduction
Scaption
Forward flexion

ISB

ISB

•
•
•
•

Abduction/adduction
Forward flexion
Extension
Internal rotation with the arm
at 90° of abduction
External rotation with the
arm at 10° and 90° of
abduction

ISB

ISB

Developed

Developed CS for each motion

•

•
•
11

Glenohumeral

•
•

Adduction in the scapular
plane
Internal rotation behind the
back
Horizontal adduction
Horizontal abduction at
30° and 60° scaption
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12

13

Glenohumeral +
scapulothoracic

Glenohumeral

14

Scapulothoracic

15

Scapulothoracic +
acromioclavicular

•

Scapular-plane abduction

•

Scapular-plane
abduction with elbow fully
extended and externally rotated
in the thumb-up position.

The origin of the humerus was
located at the centroid of the head
of the humerus. The origin of the
scapula was defined as the
midpoint of the line from the
superior and inferior bony edges
of the glenoid

The origin of the humerus was located at
the centroid of the head of the humerus.
The y-axis was defined as being parallel to
the shaft of the humerus, and the z-axis
was defined as a line through the
intertubercular groove from the origin. The
origin of the scapula was defined as the
midpoint of the line from the superior and
inferior bony edges of the glenoid, with the
y-axis pointed superiorly and the z-axis
pointed anteriorly

Following a previously reported
method (Geomagic studio;
Geomagic, USA, Morrisville,
NC).

Following a previously reported method
(Geomagic studio; Geomagic, USA,
Morrisville, NC)

•

External rotation of shoulder
with elbow flexed at
90° and shoulder abducted
at 90°.

•
•

Neutral
Full active forward elevation
position.

ISB

ISB

•
•

Neutral
Full active forward elevation
position.

ISB

ISB

67

Not used

•
•

0°
Full abduction

Glenohumeral

•
•

Scapular plane full abduction
Full axial rotation

ISB

ISB

Glenohumeral

•
•

Scapular plane full abduction
Full axial rotation

ISB

ISB

•

Scapular-plane
abduction with elbow fully
ISB

ISB

16

Acromioclavicular

17

18

19

The equator of the cut surface of
the clavicle was compared with
the full abduction model to
analyze the rotation. The center of
the cut surface of the clavicle was
also compared with the full
abduction model to analyze
translation.

Glenohumeral +
Acromioclavicular

•

extended and externally rotated
in the thumb-up position.

Axial rotation with the elbow
at 90° from
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•

•
20

Glenohumeral +
Acromioclavicular

•

Four planes of arm elevation
(adduction, flexion,
abduction, and extension),
with the arm successively
held in maximum internal,
neutral, and maximum
external axial rotation.
Activities of daily
living (mimicking eating and
hair combing, reaching with
their hand the middle of the
opposite side of their back,
opposite axilla, and front and
back pockets)
Sports activities (tennis
forehand and backhand
strokes with a tennis racket,
ball throwing, hockey
shooting with a hockey stick,
and punching a bag).

ISB

69

ISB

21

22

Scapulothoracic

Glenohumeral +
scapulothoracic

•

•

Scapular plane elevation and
lowering.

Scapular plane elevation.

The humeral origin was placed at
the centroid of the humeral head.
The scapular origin was defined
as the midpoint of the line
connecting the most superior and
inferior bony edges of the glenoid.

Anatomic coordinate systems of the
humerus and the scapula. the humeral
origin was placed at the centroid of the
humeral head. The y- axis was parallel to
the humeral shaft and the z-axis was
defined as a line through the
intertubercular groove from the origin. The
scapular origin was defined as the
midpoint of the line connecting the most
superior and inferior bony edges of the
glenoid, and the y- and z-axes were
pointed superiorly and anteriorly,
respectively

The humeral origin was placed at
the centroid of the humeral head.
The scapular origin was defined
as the midpoint of the line
connecting the most superior and
inferior bony edges of the glenoid.

Anatomic coordinate systems of the
humerus and the scapula. the humeral
origin was placed at the centroid of the
humeral head. The y- axis was parallel to
the humeral shaft and the z-axis was
defined as a line through the
intertubercular groove from the origin. The
scapular origin was defined as the
midpoint of the line connecting the most
superior and inferior bony edges of the
glenoid, and the y- and z-axes were
pointed superiorly and anteriorly,
respectively
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23

24

25

Acromioclavicular
+ sternoclavicular

Glenohumeral

Glenohumeral

•

•

•

ISB

ISB

The humeral origin was placed at
the centroid of the humeral head.
The scapular origin was defined
as the midpoint of the line
connecting the most superior and
inferior bony edges of the glenoid.

Anatomic coordinate systems of the
humerus and the scapula. the humeral
origin was placed at the centroid of the
humeral head. The y- axis was parallel to
the humeral shaft and the z-axis was
defined as a line through the
intertubercular groove from the origin. The
scapular origin was defined as the
midpoint of the line connecting the most
superior and inferior bony edges of the
glenoid, and the y- and z-axes were
pointed superiorly and anteriorly,
respectively

Glenoid: the origin of the glenoid
coordinate system is set at the
center of gravity of the glenoid
surface. Humerus: ISB

Glenoid: the z-axis was defined as the line
normal to the glenoid plane, pointing
laterally. The x-axis was defined as the line
perpendicular to the z-axis and the glenoid
longitudinal axis, which connects the
superior and inferior poles of the glenoid,
pointing forward. The y-axis was defined
as the common line perpendicular to the
glenoid x- and z-axes, pointing superiorly.
The origin of the glenoid coordinate
system was set at the center of gravity of
the glenoid surface. Humerus: ISB

Scapular plane elevation.

Scapular plane elevation.

Active external rotation at
90° of shoulder abduction.
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26

27

28

29

Glenohumeral

Glenohumeral

Glenohumeral

Glenohumeral

•
•
•
•

Scapular plane elevation
Propulsion
Sideways lean
Weight-relief raise

ISB

ISB

•

Abduction in the scapular
plane.

Superior bony edge and inferior
glenoid edge

The glenoid plane was defined to be
parallel to a line from the superior bony
edge to the inferior glenoid edge and
including the line defining the
perpendicular short axis of the glenoid.
The glenoid center was defined as the
midpoint of the line from the superior bony
edge to the inferior glenoid edge

•
•
•

Flexion/extension,
Adduction/abduction,
External/internal rotation
with the arm at side

NA

Not used

•
•
•

Flexion/extension,
Abduction/adduction
Internal/external rotation at
0° of abduction.

NA

Not used
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2.3.4 CT Scanning Use
Computed tomography has been used in various ways and for several reasons. The main
three reasons are categorized into: understanding the etiology of diseases associated with the
shoulder (12 studies), characterizing normal motion (11 studies), or improving surgical treatments
(5 studies) (1 is ‘other’). Table 2.4 summarises the “gap” in the literature each study proposed to
address, and the study purpose and outcome measures. Computed tomography was used, along
with another imaging modality (i.e., biplane fluoroscopy, x-ray, and motion capture) in 16 studies
to characterize motion. Eleven of these 16 studies used biplane fluoroscopy imaging, three studies
used x-ray scanning and two studies used tracking systems along with CT imaging. Thirteen
studies used CT scanning alone, two of which used a 4DCT scanner. Detailed information about
the imaging technique used in each study, CT scanner type and radiation dose are shown in Table
2.5. Twenty-two studies stated the type of CT scanner used and only four studies reported radiation
dose.
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Table 2.4: Studies Purpose and Outcome Measures
Article #

Gap/Significance

Purpose

Outcome Measures

1

It is unclear what kind of motion
takes place in the AC
(acromioclavicular) joint when
the Bell-van Riet test is
performed.

To determine the motion pattern of the AC
joint during adduction of the arm, with and
without resisted superior elevation using 4dimensional computed tomographic scanner.

AC joint width, anteroposterior
translation, super-inferior
translation and opening of the
superior aspect of the joint of
neutral, adduction, and loaded
positions

2

Controversy still exists whether
the clinical syndrome called
`minor anterior glenohumeral
instability' can be validly termed
as an instability.

To quantify in vivo the 3D translation of the
humeral head on the glenoid and to determine
the displacements between the articular
surfaces at the contact area.

Values of the rotation angle, the
direction vector, and the shift of
the humeral motion on the
glenoid from pose 1 to pose 2 of
normal and pathological
shoulders.

3

No studies have comprehensively
examined isolated GH
(glenohumeral) abduction
(separate from ST abduction) in
patients who have undergone
repair for shoulder instability.

To compare the amount of GH abduction
during arm abduction in the affected and
unaffected shoulders of 3 groups of patients
with shoulder instability: failed surgical
stabilization, successful surgical stabilization,
and unstable shoulder with no prior surgical
intervention.

GH abduction for the normal and
affected sides in the 0° -0°, 30° 30°, and overhead positions.
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1) To describe the use of this radiographicbased technique (rib-based thorax coordinate
system) for measuring thorax motion and to
assess the accuracy of this approach. 2) To
present preliminary data on ST
(scapulothoracic) motion using this new
approach.

Misalignment of rib-based
coordinate systems relative to the
conventional thorax coordinate
system (ISB). ST and
humerothoracic motions were
determined.

5

Accurately measuring in-vivo GH
joint motion remains a
challenging endeavor.

To measure in-vivo GH joint motion using a
developed a technique for tracking the position
of the humerus and scapula from biplane Xray images based on their 3D shape and
texture.

Superior/inferior humeral
translation relative to the scapula
during elevation, and
anterior/posterior humeral
translation relative to the scapula
during external rotation in both
the repaired and contralateral
shoulders.

6

No study has accurately measured
the position of the GH joint
during an anterior dislocation
involving an engaging Hill-Sachs
lesion and a glenoid bone defect
or the resulting locked position of
the GH joint after an anterior
dislocation.

To develop a method to assess the 3D locked
position of the GH joint in 3 groups with
RASI: patients with “normal” laxity, patients
with hyperlaxity, and patients with epilepsy.

Average GH rotations and
translations observed in the
locked position.

4

Alternative approaches for
reporting scapular motion limit
the physiological meaning of the
rotations as they are not described
relative to an anatomical
coordinate system and incorporate
thoracic motion into their values.
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1) To develop shoulder specific rTSA (reverse
total shoulder arthroplasty) finite element
models capable of predicting impingementfree adduction ROM and baseplate
micromotion under standardized loads. 2) To
measure the effect of COR lateralization on
impingement-free adduction ROM and
baseplate micromotion, and 3) to measure the
effect of using only two (superior/inferior)
versus four fixation screws on baseplate
micromotion at various COR lateralization
distances.

Relationships between
lateralization, adduction ROM,
the number of fixation screws and
micromotion of the baseplate
(initial implant fixation) were
characterized.

8

The coupled rotations of the
scapula and clavicle have not yet
been dynamically characterized
during humeral elevation.

To quantify shoulder kinematics in cadaveric
specimens during passive humeral elevation
and compare the rotations of the scapula and
clavicle as a function of humeral elevation
were in 3 planes.

The scapular motion relative to
the trunk or humeral elevation in
the coronal, scapular, and sagittal
planes. The clavicular motion
relative to the trunk for humeral
elevation in the coronal, scapular,
and sagittal planes. GH to ST
ratios.

9

The relative effect of the plane of
elevation on GH translation and
scapulohumeral rhythm remains
unknown.

To measure 3D GH translations and rotations
during abduction, scaption, and forward
flexion in healthy subjects.

GH rotation and translation in
healthy individuals during motion
in three arm elevation planes.
Scapulohumeral rhythm for
motions performed.

7

A previous in-vitro biomechanical
study with cadaveric shoulders
has suggested that the use of two
peripheral fixation screws (versus
the typical usage of four screws)
does not compromise primary
stability of the baseplate in the
context of baseplate micromotion.
However, whether the same is
true when the center of rotation
(COR) is lateralized has not been
reported.
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No study has investigated how
different configurations of
lateralization or neck-shaft angle
(NSA) affect shoulder ROM in
different scapular morphologies.

To evaluate the effects of lateralization of the
COR and NSA on shoulder ROM after reverse
shoulder arthroplasty (RSA) in patients with
different scapular morphologies.

11

No study has assessed the
combined effect of change in
humeral version and NSA on
shoulder ROM and impingement
in rTSA.

To evaluate whether a change in humeral NSA
ROM in terms of horizontal
and retroversion prevents impingement
adduction, and horizontal
between humeral socket and scapular neck in
abduction at 30° and 60°
rTSA and 2) to investigate the effect of change
scaption, adduction in the
in neck–shaft angle and retroversion on
scapular plane, internal rotation at
adduction, internal rotation behind the back
the back for different NSA of
and horizontal adduction and horizontal
135°, 145° and 155° and
abduction at 30° and 60° scaption using 3Dretroversion angles of 0°, 10°,
simulations.
20°, 30° and 40°.

12

Alteration in shoulder kinematics
has been suggested as one cause
of symptoms in shoulders with
rotator cuff tears (RCTs).
However, only a few studies
comparing symptomatic and
asymptomatic RCTs using
kinematic analysis have been
performed.

10

To compare 3D scapular and GH kinematics
during scapular-plane abduction between
symptomatic or asymptomatic RCTs and
healthy shoulders using 3D/2D registration
techniques with biplane fluoroscopic images.
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Effect of different configurations
of lateralization and NSA on
ROM.

Scapular angular values
(including scapulohumeral
rhythm) and humeral kinematics
relative to scapula.

13

The in vivo dynamics of the 3D
movement of the humerus relative
to the glenoid have not yet been
fully described.

To measure and analyze changes in GH
translation in patients with shoulder
dislocation and compare these changes with
healthy shoulder.

Superior/inferior and
anterior/posterior translations for
GH for both shoulders during
motions.

14

Several studies have identified
factors causing scapular
dyskinesis. However, the
relationship between scapular
fracture and scapular dyskinesis
has not been established.

1) To assess and quantify dynamic scapular
dyskinesis using a 3D motion analysis
technique with a computerized simulation
system; and 2) to determine whether scapular
or clavicular fracture can cause scapular
dyskinesis.

3D translational and rotation
movement of the scapula in
scapular and clavicular fracture
patients.

15

There are few reports of 3D
kinematics including scapular
dyskinesis in AC dislocation
patients treated with a hook plate.

To analyze the 3D kinematics of the scapula
after hook-plated AC dislocation without CC
ligament repair in vivo to evaluate scapular
dyskinesis and to digitize the motion of the
hook plate in the subacromial space.

3D rotational and translation
motion of scapula. 3D translation
and angulation of hook plate.

No study has analyzed the real
motion of the AC joint after hook
plate fixation.

To analyze the real motion of the AC joint
after hook plate fixation by describing the
change in 3D motion of the distal clavicle
compared with the normal (without hook plate
fixation) shoulder.

Translational and rotational
motions of the distal clavicle
during abduction. The angle
between the humeral shaft in the
neutral position and full
abduction.

16
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17

There have been no previously
published reports that
approximate 30–35° of the
external rotation of the humerus
relative to the scapula occurring
during active abduction, as
measured by 3D-to-2D model-toimage registration techniques.

To evaluate the kinematics of healthy
shoulders during dynamic full axial rotation
and scapular plane full abduction using 3D-to2D model-to-image registration techniques.

3D translation of the humerus
relative to the scapula during
dynamic scapular plane full
abduction and full axial rotation.

18

Few studies have evaluated the
external rotation of the humerus
To evaluate the kinematics of RCTs during
relative to the scapula in RCTs
dynamic scapular plane full abduction and full
during active abduction using 3D- axial rotation using 3D-to-2D model- to-image
to-2D model-to-image registration
registration techniques.
techniques.

3D translation of the humerus
relative to the scapula during
dynamic scapular plane full
abduction and full axial rotation.

19

To use 3D-to-2D model-to-image registration
techniques to measure the AHD in RCTs and
healthy shoulders during dynamic scapular
plane full abduction and full axial rotation,
with the goal of determining how the AHD
patterns differed between RCTs and healthy
shoulders.

No previous studies on the
acromiohumeral distance (AHD)
in shoulders with large-to-massive
full-thickness RCTs.
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AHD distance as a function of
humeral abduction angle and
glenohumeral external rotation
angle of control and RCTs
groups.

20

Combination of biplane
fluoroscopy and CT-scan provides
To evaluate a technique for measuring the
accurate 3D measurement of the
AHD in 3D and the distances between all bony
AHD during dynamic tasks.
parts of the humeral head and the acromion
However, participants performed
during dynamic tasks in the entire shoulder
only two and six trials in previous
range of motion, activities of daily living, and
experiments to respect the
sports activities.
recommended radiation exposure
per year.

AHD distance and bone distance
maps for performed motions.

21

It remains controversial whether
scapular kinematics are
symmetric.

To compare 3D scapular kinematics of
dominant and nondominant shoulders during
dynamic scapular plane elevation and
lowering using 3D - 2D model registration
techniques.

Scapular angular values during
elevation and lowering and
scapulohumeral rhythm of
dominant and nondominant
shoulders.

22

No previous studies reported
external rotation of the humerus
using 3D/2D model image
registration techniques.

To measure superior/inferior translation and
external rotation of the humerus relative to the
scapula during dynamic scapular plane
elevation.

Superior/Inferior translation of
the humerus. External/Internal
rotation of the humerus.
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23

Several groups have reported
shoulder kinematics using modelimage registration, but no attempt
has been made so far to analyze
clavicle kinematics.

To evaluate side-to-side differences in the 3D
clavicle kinematics during dynamic scapular
plane elevation in normal shoulders using
model-image registration techniques.

Protraction, elevation, and
forward rotation of the clavicle as
a function of humeral elevation
angle of dominant and nondominant.

24

Studies evaluating glenohumeral
kinematics using model-image
registration have employed
different methods to calculate
humeral translations relative to
scapula. Differences between
kinematic outputs of these various
approaches has not been
compared.

To compare GH translations calculated using
the following approaches: 1) relative position
of the origins of the humeral and scapular
models 2) contact points of the two models
and 3) relative positions based upon the
calculated glenohumeral center of rotation.

GH translations measured and
compared by the three methods.

25

Although GH instability is
common, the mechanism of
instability remains unclear.

To quantitatively evaluate humeral head
translation during active external rotation with
abduction in patients with GH instability by
use of 4-dimensional computed tomography
scans.

Translation of humeral head of
intact and affected shoulder
throughout the motion
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26

Previous work relied on either
marker-based motion capture for
kinematic measures, or ultrasound
imaging for arthrokinematics
measures, which are 2D and
acquired in statically held
positions.

To use a fluoroscopy-based approach to
accurately quantify GH kinematics during
manual wheelchair use and compare tasks for
a subset of parameters theorized to be
associated with mechanical impingement.

Mean and maximum GH
internal/external rotation,
superior/inferior position, and
anterior/posterior position were
determined for each participant
for a given task.

27

It is difficult to measure dynamic
GH translation, and reports of
quantitative 3D measurement of
shoulder motion during clinically
relevant motions are only
beginning to appear.

To investigate GH translation in vivo during
active shoulder abduction in the scapular
plane.

Humeral translation relative to
the glenoid center in the
superior/inferior direction.

28

There are no guidelines for the
ideal configuration of both
humeral and glenoid positioning
to obtain the best functional
results in elevation and rotation.

To evaluate the influence of humeral neck
shaft angle and glenoid lateralization on ROM
as well as impingement in RSA design.

Influence of humeral inclination
and glenoid lateralization on
ROM of motions performed.
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29

Numerous strategies have been
described to reduce mechanical
abutment on the scapular neck.
However, whether these strategies
can also reduce friction-type
scapular notching has not yet been
investigated.

To evaluate the effect of the size of glenoid
component and type of glenosphere on
impingement-free ROM in extension and
internal and external rotation, in a virtual RSA
model, and 2) to determine the optimal
configuration to reduce the incidence of
inferior scapular impingement.
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Effect of glenosphere type and
size on impingement-free ROM
and COR offset position.

Table 2.5: CT Scanner Information
Article
#

Imaging Technique

Scanner Type

Radiation Dose

1

4DCT

Aquilion One (Toshiba
Medical Systems,
Otawarashi, Tochigi-ken,
Japan)

2.5 to 3.5 mSv per scan

2

CT

HiSpeed CT/I, General
Electric)

Not stated

3

CT

Not stated

Mean radiation 1,190.4 mGycm

4

CT + biplane
fluoroscopy

Not stated

Not stated

5

CT + biplane
fluoroscopy

Not stated

Not stated

6

CT

Not stated

Not stated

7

CT

Ingenuity CT (Philips
Healthcare, Amsterdam,
Netherlands)

Not stated

8

CT + electromagnetic
tracking system

Not stated

Not stated

9

CT + biplane
fluoroscopy

Aquilion 64, Toshiba
America Medical Systems,
Tustin, California

Not stated

10

CT

Not stated

Not stated

CT

Siemens Somatom Plus S
scanner (Siemens Medical
System, Erlangen,
Germany)

Not stated

11
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12

CT + biplane
fluoroscopy

Aquilion One; Toshiba

Not stated

13

CT + biplane
fluoroscopy

SOMATOM Sensation 16;
Siemens Medical
Solutions, Malvern, PA

Not stated

14

CT

LightSpeed pro64;
Siemens, Erlangen,
Germany

Not stated

CT

LightSpeed pro64;
Siemens, Erlangen,
Germany

Not stated

16

CT

Optima CT 660 scanner
(GE Healthcare Japan
Corp, Hino-shi, Tokyo,
Japan)

Not stated

17

CT + x-ray

Aquilion, Toshiba,
Tochigi, Japan

Not stated

18

CT + x-ray

Aquilion, Toshiba,
Tochigi, Japan

Not stated

19

CT + x-ray

Aquilion, Toshiba, Japan

Not stated

20

CT+ optoelectronic
cameras

General Electric Medical
System, Milwaukee, USA

Not stated

21

CT + biplane
fluoroscopy

Infinix Activ, Toshiba,
Tochigi, Japan

Not stated

22

CT + biplane
fluoroscopy

Infinix Activ

Not stated

23

CT + biplane
fluoroscopy

Not stated

Not stated

15
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Infinix Activ, Toshiba,
Tochigi, Japan

Not stated

4DCT

Aquilion ONE; Canon
Medical Systems,
Otawara, Japan

Was controlled to not exceed
10 mSv. The value was close
to the average effective dose
of normal chest CT scans (7
mSv).

26

CT + biplane
fluoroscopy

128-slice SOMATOM
Definition Edge; Siemens
Healthcare

Total effective dose from the
CT scan and fluoroscopy trials
was calculated to be 6.8 mSv
and 1.0 mSv

27

CT + biplane
fluoroscopy

LightSpeed Plus, GE
Yokokawa Medical
System

Not stated

28

CT

Not stated

Not stated

29

CT

Not stated

Not stated

24

25

CT + biplane
fluoroscopy
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2.3.5 Motion Description
The examined papers used different perspectives to report the shoulder motions
investigated (Table 2.6). The first column of Table 2.6 describes the motions examined in each
study according to the authors definition. The second column attempts to employ standard
terminology and reclassifies each motion as described in the paper according to standard terms
(scaption, abduction/adduction, internal/external rotations, and flexion/extension). Table 2.6
shows several instances where the same motion examined is described using different terminology
when comparing papers. For example, Fung et al. described abduction as “elevation in the coronal
plane” (Fung et al., 2001), but Giphart et al., described the same motion as “abduction” (Giphart
et al., 2013). Similarly, Kim et al used the terms “neutral” and “forward elevation” (E. Kim et al.,
2017; Kim et al., 2018) which, from the study images, appear to be 0° and maximum flexion. Once
the motions had been re-mapped, the type of motion examined in each study was categorized as
planar (Table 2.7) or combined motion (Table 2.8) in reference to the glenohumeral joint. Fifteen
studies examined planar motions only, nine studies examined combined motions, four studies
examined a combination of planar and combined motions. In one study, the motions were specific
to the population group and did not fit under any of the categories (Mozingo et al., 2019). Also,
the reported range of motion across the studies was different (Table 2.9). Twelve papers reported
the motions within defined degrees of freedom (extension 0° to 120°), whereas 17 papers reported
the motions to “maximum” or “full” range of motion. Thirteen papers reported forearm rotation
(palm position) and elbow position when examining motions like abduction, scaption and
flexion/extension. Only five studies presented pictures of the motion despite the ambiguous
description of motions.
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Table 2.6: Description of motion examined
Article #

Described Motion

Proposed Nomenclature of Described
Motion

1

Arm elevated to 90°in the sagittal plane with
adduction (loaded and unloaded)

Adduction of the shoulder while 90° in
flexion (loaded and unloaded)

2

(1) 90° abduction and 90° external rotation, (2)
the late cocking position with the arm
maximally externally rotated was assessed on an
individual basis

(1) 90° abduction and 90° external rotation,
(2) ~90° abduction with maximum extension
and external rotation

3

(1) 0° of abduction and 0° of external rotation,
(2) 30° of abduction and 30° of external rotation,
(3) overhead position - the highest degree of
abduction and external rotation that they could
attain with their palms facing downward

(1) 0° of abduction and 0° of external
rotation, (2) 30° of abduction and 30° of
external rotation, (3) Maximum abduction
and external rotation with 90° elbow flexion

4

Coronal-plane abduction, beginning with the
subject's arm at his/her side and ending at
approximately 120° of humerothoracic
abduction

Abduction from 0° to 120°

5

(1) Coronal-plane elevation from a resting
position (arm at the subject’s side) to
approximately 120° of humerothoracic
elevation, (2) external rotation with the arm
adducted from a resting position of full internal
rotation to maximal external rotation. Each task
was performed with the subject holding a 3pound hand weight.

(1) Abduction from 0° to 120° (3lbs loaded)
(2) external rotation from maximum internal
rotation to maximum external rotation (3lbs
loaded)

6

Mean locked position was of 12° of abduction,
90° of external rotation, and 21° of extension

Mean locked position was of 12° of
abduction, 90° of external rotation, and 21°
of extension

7

Adduction

Adduction
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8

Raised to maximum elevation in the (1) coronal
plane, (2) scapular plane, (3) sagittal plane

(1) Abduction from 0° to maximum, (2)
scaption from 0° to maximum (3) flexion
from 0° to maximum

9

Range of motion: (1) scaption, (2) forward
flexion, (3) abduction

(1) Scaption from 0° to maximum (2)
flexion from 0° to maximum, (3) abduction
from 0° to maximum

10

ROM of (1) Abduction, (2) adduction, (3)
forward flexion, (4) extension, (5) internal
rotation with the arm at 90° of abduction, (6)
external rotation with the arm at 10° of
abduction, (7) external rotation with the arm at
90° of abduction

(1) Abduction, (2) adduction, (3) flexion, (4)
extension, (5) internal rotation with the arm
at 90° of abduction, (6) external rotation
with the arm at 10° of abduction, (7)
external rotation with the arm at 90° of
abduction

11

ROM in terms of horizontal adduction, and
horizontal abduction at 30° and 60° scaption,
adduction in the scapular plane, internal rotation
at the back

(1) Abduction/adduction from 0° to
maximum at 90° flexion, 30° scaption, and
60° scaption, (2) maximum internal rotation
with arm behind back

12

For scapular-plane abduction, the arm was
placed at the side and lifted to maximum
elevation with the arm rotated externally

Scaption from 0° to maximum with
maximum external rotation

13

(1) Scapular plane abduction with elbow fully
extended and externally rotated in the thumb-up
position, (2) external rotation of shoulder with
elbow flexed at 90 and arm abducted at 90.

(1) Scaption with elbow fully extended and
externally rotated in the thumb-up position,
(2) external rotation with 90° abduction and
90° forearm flexion

14

(1) Neutral, (2) full active forward elevation
position

(1) 0° flexion, (2) maximum flexion

15

(1) Neutral, (2) full active forward elevation
position

(1) 0° flexion, (2) maximum flexion

16

(1) Zero degree, (2) full abduction

(1) 0° abduction, (2) maximum abduction
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17

(1) Scapular plane full abduction, (2) full axial
rotation in the adducted position with the elbow
at 90° from full internal rotation to full external
rotation.

(1) Maximum scaption, (2) maximum
internal rotation to maximum external
rotation at 0° abduction with 90° forearm
flexion

18

(1) Scapular plane full abduction, (2) full axial
rotation in the adducted position with the elbow
at 90° from full internal rotation to full external
rotation.

(1) Maximum scaption, (2) maximum
internal rotation to maximum external
rotation at 0° abduction with 90° forearm
flexion

19

(1) Scapular plane full abduction with elbow
fully extended and externally rotated in the
thumb-up position, (2) full axial rotation in the
adducted position with the elbow at 90° from
full internal rotation to full external rotation.

(1) Maximum scaption with elbow fully
extended and externally rotated in the
thumb-up position, (2) maximum internal
rotation to maximum external rotation at 0°
abduction with 90° forearm flexion

20

Four planes of arm elevation (adduction, flexion,
abduction, and extension). Three elevations
were performed in each plane of elevation with
the arm successively held in maximum internal,
neutral, and maximum external axial rotation.
Activities of daily living, and sports activities

(1-3) Adduction from 0° to maximum, (4-6)
flexion from 0° to maximum, (7-9)
abduction from 0° to maximum, (10-12)
extension from 0° to maximum. Each with
maximum internal rotation, no rotation, and
maximum external rotation

21

Elevation and lowering in the scapular plane
were performed between the arm at side and
maximum elevation positions with the elbow
fully extended and the arm externally rotated.

Scaption from 0° to maximum and
maximum to 0° with maximum external
rotation

22

Elevation in the scapular plane was performed
from the arm at the side to maximum elevation
with the elbow fully extended and the arm
externally rotated.

Scaption from 0° to maximum with
maximum external rotation
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23

Scapular plane abduction was performed
between arm at side and maximum elevation
with the elbow fully extended and the arm
externally rotated.

Scaption from 0° to maximum with
maximum external rotation

24

Elevation in the scapular plane was performed
between arm at side and maximum elevation
positions with the elbow fully extended and the
arm externally rotated

Scaption from 0° to maximum and
maximum to 0° with maximum external
rotation

25

At 90° of shoulder abduction, rotate the shoulder
externally from the neutrally rotated position to
the maximum externally rotated position

0° to maximum external rotation at 90°
abduction

26

Scapular plane elevation (scaption), MWC
propulsion, and two pressure relief maneuvers
which included a sideways lean and weightrelief raise

Scaption, MWC propulsion, and two
pressure relief maneuvers which included a
sideways lean and weight-relief raise

27

Active abduction in neutral rotation from 0-150°
in the plane of the scapula.

Scaption from 0° to 150°

28

Flexion/extension, adduction/abduction,
external/internal rotation with the arm at side

Flexion/extension, abduction/adduction, and
internal/external rotation at 0° of abduction.

29

Flexion/extension, abduction/adduction, and
internal/external rotation at 0° of abduction.

Flexion/extension, abduction/adduction, and
internal/external rotation at 0° of abduction.
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Table 2.7: Planar Glenohumeral Motions Examined

Article #

Scaption
(SCAP)

Abduction
(ABD)

Adduction
(ADD)

1

Flexion
(FLEX)

Extension
(EXT)

External
Rotation
(ER)

x

2
3
4

x

5

x

x

6
7

x

8

x

x

x

9

x

x

x

10

x

11

x

x

x

x

12
13

x

14

x

15

x

16

x

17

x

x

18

x

x

19

x

x
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Internal
Rotation
(IR)

20

x

x

x

x

28

x

x

x

x

x

x

29

x

x

x

x

x

x

21
22
23
24
25
26
27

x
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Table 2.8: Combined Glenohumeral Motions Examined

ABD
& ER

ABD,
ER
& EXT

2

x

x

3

x

Article #

SCAP
& ER

ABD
& IR

ABD
ADD
& FLEX & FLEX

ADD
& IR

ADD
& IR

FLEX
& IR

FLEX
& ER

EXT
& IR

EXT
& ER

IR w/
Arm
Behind
Back

1

4
5
6

x

7
8
9
10

x

11
12
13

x
x

x

x

x
x
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14
15
16
17
18
19
20

x

21

x

22

x

23

x

24

x

25

x

x

x

26
27
28
29
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x

x

x

x

x

Table 2.9: Range of Motion Reporting
Article #

Picture

1

x

Maximum

ROM
(Range of
Motion)

Motion of palm
(Internal/External
Rotation)

x

2

x

x

3

x

x

4

x

5

x

6

x

7

x

8

x

9

x

10

x

11

x

12

x
x
x

x

15

x

x

x

x

13
14

x

x

16

x

17

x

18

x

19

x

x

20

x

x

21

x

x

22

x

x

23

x

x

24

x

x
x

25

x

x

26

x

x
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27

x

28

x

29

x
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2.4 Discussion
The objective of this study was to examine the extent and range of methods employing CT
imaging to measure shoulder kinematics in research studies. Kinematic knowledge is essential for
accurate diagnosis and surgical treatment of joint diseases. The results of this structured review
indicate that CT has been used extensively to evaluate shoulder motion under normal and abnormal
conditions. However, after examining these studies and comparing their methodologies,
inconsistencies exist and there are significant gaps that need to be addressed.
Most of the studies examined in this review were conducted in Japan. More than half of
the examined patients/participants were adult males with a mean age of ≥ 40 years. However, the
age group of two studies was not reported, and the sex of 125 participants of the overall 397
participants in this review was not stated. This poses a problem to the generalizability of the
findings, as females have a greater magnitude of shoulder motion than males (Barnes et al., 2001).
Matsuki et al. (Matsuki et al., 2012) excluded females due to ionizing radiation exposure, but the
radiation dose was not reported. Other studies failed to explain why females might have not been
examined.
When examining the articles included in this review, 40% of the studies evaluated healthy
participants' shoulder kinematics. Eight studies compared their results to the contralateral shoulder
and five studies compared their results to a control group. This is an essential part of research
design as it allows researchers to minimize the effect of dependent variables. Examining the
contralateral shoulder reduces the sample size of a study and the variability of individual
differences or noise as the results have been compared within the same person. However, it is
important to note that from a statistical standpoint, the right and left shoulder of the same individual
is not an independent sample (the right and left arm of the same individual is more similar than
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between two different individuals), therefore, careful statistical consideration is necessary.
Scanning both the right and left upper limb exposes the participant to more ionizing radiation. It
would be interesting to investigate if a reduced radiation dose can be achieved by scanning both
shoulders simultaneously.
Overall, the glenohumeral joint was the most studied, as it was investigated in 22 studies,
followed by the scapulothoracic joint that was investigated eight times. Since the glenohumeral
joint is the most dislocated joint of the human body, accounting for up to 45% of dislocations
(Chang et al., 2020), and is susceptible to a variety of injuries, it has been the focus of many
researchers. It has been evaluated (using CT) to measure shoulder kinematics in healthy
participants (Dal Maso et al., 2016; Elwell et al., 2017; Fung et al., 2001; Giphart et al., 2013; Jeon
et al., 2016; Kozono et al., 2017; Matsuki et al., 2016, 2012; Nishinaka et al., 2008), patients with
instability (Baeyens et al., 2001; Bakshi et al., 2016; D. S. Kim et al., 2017; Matsumura et al.,
2019), rotator cuff tears (Bey et al., 2008; Kijima et al., 2015; Kozono et al., 2018a, 2018b) and
osteoarthritis (Lädermann et al., 2019; Werner et al., 2018, 2017). The normal motion of the
sternoclavicular joint has not been assessed using CT but has been used as a landmark to
understand the motion of other joints (Fung et al., 2001; Matsuki et al., 2014). Researchers should
pay more attention to the scapulothoracic, acromioclavicular and sternoclavicular joints. These
joints should be studied and evaluated in both healthy participants and those with different health
conditions to better understand and develop treatment plans for patients to restore range of motion
after an injury.
Shoulder kinematics has been evaluated using different measuring systems and imaging
techniques. Although some studies did not use coordinate systems to measure range of motion
(instead, extracted measurements from 2D CT images), 14 studies used the framework
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recommended by the ISB to develop a coordinate system (Lo and Xie, 2012). The ISB coordinate
system and an advanced framework for measuring upper extremity kinematics (Gopura et al.,
2016) was developed by the International Shoulder Group to encourage and facilitate feedback
and discussion among clinicians and researchers (Lo and Xie, 2012). Thus, researchers are
encouraged to use this framework to improve communication among researchers and clinicians.
Nonetheless, this standardized system only partially addresses the intra-subject variability, which
is known to emerge from four different factors. These factors include non-standardized protocols,
different data processing methods, incorrect positioning of the center and the actual inconsistency
in movements (Williams et al., 2006).
Computed tomography has been used to measure shoulder kinematics in various ways and
for different reasons. 3DCT and 3DCT with biplane fluoroscopy are the two primary imaging
techniques that have been equally used to understand shoulder motion under different conditions.
Mostly, it has been used to understand abnormal and normal shoulder kinematics. The majority of
the studies reviewed failed to report participants’ exposure to radiation dose. Researchers must
communicate the effective radiation dose to minimize, monitor and raise awareness of patient dose.
In addition, this will help the scientific community develop a standardized radiation exposure
index for different imaging modalities, including computed tomography.
There were many discrepancies in the reporting of the examined motions. Different authors
used different perspectives and planes to report similar motions, which contributes to confusion
and misunderstanding of the actual examined motion. Also, the complexity of motions (one vs.
multiple motions in one movement) is different across the studies and the description of the range
of motion was ambiguous, as some studies did not report the degree in which the range of motion
was performed. Moreover, there were inconsistencies in reporting forearm rotation (palm position)
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and elbow position when examining motions like abduction, scaption and flexion/extension. This
is important because it affects shoulder movement and motion analysis, especially if the
publication does not provide images of the movement. Researchers within the field faced
difficulties in understanding and differentiating between motions. With the current situation, it is
difficult for researchers and clinicians to compare and develop standardized protocols and indexes
for future studies. Thus, consistent motion reporting using the standard range of motion rather than
describing the planes of the motions should be adopted. Often, it is not only the lack of consistent
language used in individual studies, but also the complete omission of data that makes it difficult
to compare or contrast findings between studies (if it is not clear they are even examining the same
thing). Future studies should also include photos of the movement and report the palm and elbow
position to better understand and evaluate the kinematics of the shoulder joints. This will
potentially help develop treatment plans for patients to restore range of motion after an injury.

2.5 Limitations
This review has several limitations. First, the review focuses only on the CT imaging
technique and its use to evaluate shoulder kinematics, yet shoulder kinematics has been measured
using other techniques, including motion capture analysis, MRI and 3DCT with and without biplane fluoroscopy. Another limitation is that only two databases were used through the literature
search (Embase and PubMed), although these databases are comprehensive and inclusive of most
of the research papers. The authors excluded one article which met the inclusion criteria but
included children participants. The authors also did not systematically or critically evaluate the
articles themselves or comment on the use of cadavers in comparison to living participants.
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2.6 Conclusion
The shoulder is a complex structure that enables a wide range of motion and provides
structural support and maneuverability to perform daily activities and sports. Based on the results
of this review, participants of published studies are predominantly males and radiation dose has
not been reported in most of the studies. In addition, researchers should pay more attention to the
scapulothoracic, acromioclavicular and sternoclavicular joints. Moreover, researchers are
encouraged to provide a clear description, along with pictures, of the motions being examined.
This makes it easier for other researchers and clinicians to compare and develop standardized
protocols. Researchers are also encouraged to use ISB recommendations to improve
communication among researchers and clinicians and increase validity and reliability. This will
potentially reduce variation in care provided, improve care coordination, and modify care to
evidence-based practice.
This review shows that 3DCT and 3DCT with biplane fluoroscopy are the two primary
imaging techniques that have been equally used in the literature. Recent studies have started to use
4DCT to assess the glenohumeral joint (Matsumura et al., 2019), scapulothoracic joint (Bell et al.,
2015), acromioclavicular (Alta et al., 2012) and sternoclavicular joint (Hislop-Jambrich et al.,
2016) of the shoulder. Now that the use of CT imaging approaches to measure shoulder
biomechanics has been examined, the findings of this review will be utilized to inform the
subsequent study (Chapter 3), which will employ 4DCT imaging to measure GH contact
mechanics. In the next study, a clear description of the motion being tested will be provided and
dose and scanner type will be listed.
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Four-dimensional computed tomography has been used to quantify glenohumeral
translation once in the literature during active external rotation with the shoulder abducted (51).
However, the study did not assess the internal rotation to back motion, which as discussed earlier,
is a significant motion in activities of daily living and its contact mechanics is yet to be measured.
Therefore, the contact mechanics of this motion will be assessed in this thesis, and the reliability
of the technique will be examined.
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Chapter 3: Four-Dimensional Computed Tomography Scanning
Allows for the Visualization and Measurement of Glenohumeral
Joint Arthrokinematics
In this chapter, the knowledge learned in Chapter 2 will be utilized to develop a technique that
employs four-dimensional computer tomography scanning to measure congruency and contact
centroid translation of the glenohumeral joint during internal rotation to the back in seven
healthy participants. In addition, the reliability of the used technique will be measured.

3.1 Introduction
The glenohumeral joint is the most mobile joint in the human body, making it more
susceptible to injury and pathology (Lefèvre-Colau et al., 2018; Massimini et al., 2014; Patel et
al., 2018). The main goal of treating any shoulder injury or pathology is to restore normal
glenohumeral biomechanics and arthrokinematics (Bey et al., 2010). Characterizing normal
glenohumeral arthrokinematics of the glenoid with the humerus in healthy adults can help
clinicians and researchers in the development of pre- and post-operative treatment plans and
enhance implant designs to achieve desirable outcomes.
Numerous studies have measured the biomechanics of the glenohumeral joint under invitro (cadaveric specimens) and in-vivo (medical imaging modalities) conditions. However,
quantifying glenohumeral biomechanics remains challenging due to associated limitations with
current techniques. For example, cadaveric specimens cannot stimulate accurate muscle and joint
forces (Greis et al., 2002; Gupta and Lee, 2005; Yu et al., 2005). Imaging techniques, such as
magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) have a lower resolution than three-dimensional computed
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tomography (3DCT) (Graichen et al., 2005, 2000; Hinterwimmer et al., 2003; Pappas et al., 2006;
Werner et al., 2006), and both modalities have limited dynamic imaging capabilities (Baeyens et
al., 2001). Although bi-plane fluoroscopy is a dynamic imaging modality, is limited by its 2D
nature, making it difficult to detect complex musculoskeletal movements and abnormalities
(Mahfouz et al., 2005; Mandalidis et al., 1999; Pfirrmann et al., 2002; Talkhani and Kelly, 2001).
Thus, the previous measurement methods cannot accurately assess in-vivo, three-dimensional (3D)
glenohumeral contact patterns during dynamic motions.
Recently, four-dimensional computed tomography (4DCT) (time + 3DCT) technology has
emerged and may be a useful alternative to 3DCT. This new technique produces 3DCT images
that demonstrate movement in real-time (Bell et al., 2015). Recently, studies have used 4DCT
scanning to assess the glenohumeral joint (Matsumura et al., 2019), scapulothoracic joint (Bell et
al., 2015), acromioclavicular joint (Alta et al., 2012) and sternoclavicular joint (Hislop-Jambrich
et al., 2016). 4DCT have been used as a motion measuring tool of the glenohumeral and
acromioclavicular joint (Alta et al., 2012; Matsumura et al., 2019), as a preoperative planning tool
in snapping scapula syndrome (Bell et al., 2015), and as a diagnostic tool of the sternoclavicular
joint instability (Hislop-Jambrich et al., 2016). Glenohumeral translation was assessed during
active external rotation with the shoulder abducted by tracking the center of the best-fitting sphere
of the articular surface of the humerus (51). None of these studies have evaluated the contact
patterns and mechanics of the GH joint during active internal rotation to the back. As discussed in
Chapter 1, this motion is significant in activities of daily living and is limited after reverse shoulder
arthroplasty (RSA) as the implant is limited to rotate/spin. Quantifying normal arthrokinematics
can explain the importance of translation in providing to the range of motion.
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Therefore, the objectives of this study are 1) describe a technique which employs 4DCT to
quantify in vivo GH contact patterns during dynamic shoulder motion, and 2) quantify normal GH
joint contact mechanics and translation in the healthy adult during internal rotation to the back.

3.2 Methods
3.2.1 Study Protocol
After approval of Western Research Board, seven participants (average age 29 ± 9 years
old) were recruited from a tertiary academic upper extremity orthopedic centre. Inclusion criteria
included males over the age of 18 with no previous shoulder injury. Exclusion criteria included
females and everyone under the age of eighteen. Females were excluded due to higher breast-tissue
sensitivity to ionizing radiation than males.
Following consents, participants underwent static (neutral) and dynamic 4DCT scanning
(Revolution CT Scanner, GE Healthcare, Waukesha, Wisconsin, USA) of their dominant shoulder
while positioned supine on their side. Dynamic 4DCT started with elbow fixed at 90°, shoulder
adducted, and palm flat on stomach. Participates were then instructed to actively elevate and
internally rotate the shoulder to position the dorsum (the back of the hand) behind their back
(Figure 3.1). This motion is called internal rotation to the back. To examine participants’ natural
range of motion and joint mechanics, the motion performed was physically unconstrained. A live
demonstration and practice were performed prior to scanning to ensure the performance of the
correct motion. During the scan, the CT technologist remained with the participant to direct them
throughout the motion as well as count out loud to ensure the completion of the motion in the
allotted time (21 seconds). The maximum radiation dose any subject received was 17.3 mSv. On
average, radiation dose for abdomen and chest CT are 10 mSv and 7 mSv, respectively.
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Figure 3.1: Internal rotation to the back: (A) Anterior view of the motion’s starting point (B)
Anterior view of the motion halfway through (C) Posterior view of the motion’s ending point

3.2.2 Three-Dimensional Reconstruction and Registration
The static CT frame obtained from the scan, along with dynamic frames of the motion,
were used to reconstruct 3D models of the glenoid and humerus using 3D Slicer software version
4.11.0, an open source for medical imaging processing, using a semi-automatic segmentation
procedure (available at https://www.slicer.org) (Fedorov et al., 2012) (Figure 3.2). The static
models of the glenoid and humerus were registered to the position of the dynamic frames after a
landmark course alignment registration was performed using surface-based registration (iterative
closest point (ICP)) algorithm (Besl and McKay, 1992). The registered models were visualized
using Paraview version 4.4.0 (Kitware, Inc., New York, New York, www.paraview.org).
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3.2.3 Measuring Glenohumeral Joint Congruency
Glenohumeral joint congruency was measured using a previously developed inter-bone
distance algorithm to analyze the contact area of the glenohumeral joint (Lalone et al., 2013). The
algorithm calculates minimum inter-bone distances between opposing bone surfaces using a pointto-point distance measurement. To display inter-bone distances, a colour scale from 0 to 6.0 mm
(0 mm, red; 6 mm, blue) was selected. Distances greater than 6 mm are represented as dark blue.
In addition to measuring the inter-bone distance, Joint Space Area (JSA, mm2), defined as the area
on the surface of the glenoid that is within 4.0 mm of the opposing surface for the glenohumeral
joint, was measured and normalized relative to the area of each participant’s fossa. This analysis
was conducted on each frame of the dynamic motion and visualized using a congruency contour
map.

3.2.4 Measuring Glenohumeral Arthrokinematics
Glenohumeral arthrokinematics were determined by tracking the centroid of the JSA. The
centroid was determined by finding the geometric average of the x, y, and z coordinates of the
points on the surface of the glenoid that were within 4 mm of the humeral head. The translation of
the centroid of contact was tracked throughout the motion for all participants. To describe the
translation of this centroid on the glenoid surface, a local coordinate system was generated based
on manually selected anatomical landmarks. The three selected landmarks were along the outer
edge of the glenoid, specifically the most superior point, the most inferior point, and the most
posterior point. The origin was defined as the midpoint between the inferior and superior
landmarks. The y-axis was defined as the line connecting the inferior and superior landmarks,
pointing superiorly. The x-axis was defined as the line perpendicular to the plane formed by the
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three landmarks, pointing laterally. The z-axis was the common line perpendicular to both the xand y-axes, pointing posteriorly.
The next step was to transform the centroid from global coordinates to the local glenoid
coordinate system using MATLAB. The transformation matrix obtained through registration of
the dynamic model was multiplied with the matrix defining the local coordinate axes, this results
in a matrix that describes the position of the dynamic model relative to global coordinates. This
resultant was inversed and multiplied by the centroid position to give the coordinates of the
centroid relative to the dynamic scapula. These steps were repeated for all dynamic frames of each
patient to get the contact at each point in time. The overall result of these calculations is a 3D
contact path of glenohumeral joint contact throughout the motion.
Due to different glenoid sizes amongst subjects, the glenohumeral joint contact data were
normalized relative to the size of each participant’s glenoid. Specifically, Paraview was used to
manually measure the glenoid’s maximum superior/inferior (S/I) and anterior/posterior (A/P)
dimensions from the CT-based reconstructed bone models. Then, for each participant, the 3D joint
contact center coordinates were normalized by dividing the A/P and S/I contact center locations
by the maximum A/P and S/I glenoid dimensions, respectively. Therefore, the data is expressed as
a percentage of the maximum glenoid dimensions in both the A/P and S/I directions.
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Figure 3.2: Summary of image processing and data analysis

3.2.4 Reliability Analysis
3.2.4.1 Arthrokinematics Reliability
Statistical analysis for intra-observer reliability was conducted using SPSS version 27
(SPSS Inc, Chicago, IL). An intraclass correlation coefficient (ICC) (two-way random model with
consistency) was used to measure intra-observer reliability between two trials for one rater of the
arthrokinematics of one patient. The translation in the S/I and A/P directions of both trials were
compared. ICC values have a poor agreement when 0.50, moderate agreement when between
0.50 and 0.75, good agreement when between 0.75 and 0.90, and excellent agreement when 0.90.
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3.2.4.2 Model-Making Comparison
The error associated with model-making between the two trials was calculated using a
previously developed inter-bone distance algorithm (Lalone et al., 2013). The algorithm calculated
minimum inter-bone distances between surfaces of humeri and scapulas, respectively, using a
point-to-point distance measurement. The error values for both bones were calculated by averaging
the inter-bone distances between surfaces of the two trials. For visualization, proximity maps
showing the inter-bone distances between trials were created and a colour scale displaying the
distances from 0 to 1.0 mm (0 mm, blue; 1 mm, red) was selected.

3.3 Results
3.3.1 Glenohumeral Joint Congruency
Proximity maps of the glenohumeral joint for seven healthy participants throughout the
motion are shown in Table 3.1A and Table 3.1B. Table 3.1A presents proximity maps for frames
0-12 and Table 3.1B presents proximity maps for frames 14-26. Overall, the proximity maps
indicate more contact at the beginning of the motion and towards the end, when participants’ hand
is behind their back reaching for maximum internal rotation. The joint congruency maps and JSA
show that the contact patterns of the joint change as the shoulder moves throughout the motion.
Percent contact area for n=7 is presented in Table 3.2.
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Table 3.1A: Proximity maps of frames 0-12 for n=7 during internal rotation to the back. A colour scale displays inter-bone distances
from 0 to 6.0 mm (0 mm, red; 6 mm, blue)

Participant

Frame 0

Frame 2

Frame 4

Frame 6

1

2

3
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Frame 8

Frame 10

Frame 12

4

5

6

7
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Table 3.1B: Proximity maps of frames 14-26 for n=7 during internal rotation to the back. A colour scale displays inter-bone
distances from 0 to 6.0 mm (0 mm, red; 6 mm, blue)

Participant

Frame 14

Frame 16

Frame 18

Frame 20

1

2

3

118

Frame 22

Frame 24

Frame 26

4

5

6

7
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Table 3.2: Percent contact area for n=7 during internal rotation to the back

Contact Area (%)

Frame
0

2

4

6

8

10

12

14

16

18

20

22

24

Participant 1

76.5

77.5

69.8

68.5

67.2

67.0

64.2

60.1

60.1

72.3

68.6

70.3

66.7

Participant 2

59.0

43.3

74.2

53.0

24.6

31.8

33.7

39.6

55.9

54.1

Participant 3

62.4

50.3

73.7

70.2

72.7

56.8

38.8

49.2

51.3

47.3

40.4

54.9

Participant 4

58.4

42.5

46.0

51.4

22.9

55.8

64.9

58.4

73.7

54.2

Participant 5

72.0

83.8

77.6

59.3

46.0

62.2

44.5

64.7

35.4

57.5

61.3

74.9

Participant 6

72.2

66.1

68.4

66.1

74.9

66.6

64.7

65.6

66.7

72.3

88.1

Participant 7

82.5

78.5

73.6

62.1

84.1

74.0

77.1

75.1

70.8

44.3

61.9
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61.4

76.4

26

71.9

3.3.2 Glenohumeral Arthrokinematics
The translation of the humerus relative to the glenoid was calculated in the y-axis
(superior/inferior, superior positive) and z-axis (anterior/posterior, posterior positive). Figure 3.3
shows that the average humerus translated a total of 4.9 ± 2.8 mm superiorly/inferiorly and 3.1 ±
1.3 mm anteriorly/posteriorly. This is a percent average of 13 ± 7% and 11 ± 5%, respectively
(Figure 3.4). Table 3.3 presents contact pathways of glenohumeral joint contact throughout the
motion, total translation in y- and z-directions, and percent difference of total translation in both
direction for all participants.

10.0
9.0
8.0

Distance (mm)

7.0
6.0
5.0
4.0
3.0
2.0
1.0
0.0
S/I (y-axis)

A/P (z-axis)

Figure 3.3: Average of total translation in the y- and z-direction of n=7
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24.0
22.0
20.0

% Distance

18.0
16.0
14.0
12.0
10.0
8.0
6.0
4.0

2.0
0.0
S/I (y-axis)

A/P (z-axis)

Figure 3.4: Percent average of total translation in the y- and z-direction of n=7
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Table 3.3: Contact pathways of glenohumeral joint contact throughout the motion, total translation in y- and z-directions, and
percent difference of total translation in y- and z-directions

Participant

1

Contact Pathway

Y-axis

Y-axis Total

Percent

Z-axis

Z-axis Total

Percent

Distance

Distance

Difference

Distance

Distance

Difference

(mm)

(mm)

(%)

(mm)

(mm)

(%)

1.4

38.5

3.7

2.4

33.7

7.2
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2

6.8

39.2

17.3

2.8

30.3

9.3

3

9.4

39.7

23.6

5.1

29.6

17.1
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4

6.2

36.9

16.8

6.5

28.5

22.7

5

6.6

34.4

18.9

2.5

29.2

8.5
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6

3.2

36.3

8.8

1.4

29.1

4.9

7

2.8

36.3

7.7

12.6

27.8

9.4
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3.3.3 Reliability Analysis
3.3.3.1 Arthrokinematics Reliability
The intraclass coefficient reported has an excellent agreement within the observer. The
ICC value for intra-observer reliability of two trials was 0.951 (95% coefficient 0.877 - 0.981).
Table 3.4 presents the two data sets of the same participant at trial one and two. The intraclass
coefficient value indicate that intra-rater was excellent for the translation measurements.
3.3.3.2 Model-Making Comparison
The error associated with model making is 0.06 mm for the humerus, and 0.26 mm for the
glenoid. Figure 3.5 visualizes the difference of the bone models of both trials. A colour scale
displays inter-bone distances from 0 to 1.0 mm (0 mm, blue; 1 mm, red).
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Table 3.4: Contact pathways of glenohumeral joint contact throughout the motion, total translation in y- and z-directions, and
percent difference of total translation in y- and z-directions
Y-axis
Contact Pathway

Distance
(mm)

Trial 1

6.8

Y-axis Total
Distance (mm)

39.2

128

Percent

Z-axis

Difference

Distance

(%)

(mm)

17.3

2.8

Z-axis Total
Distance (mm)

30.3

Percent
Difference
(%)

9.3

Trail 2

6.4

39.2

16.4

3.2

30.2

10.6

Figure 3.5: Registration differences of the bone models of both trials. A colour scale displays inter-bone distances from 0 to 1.0 mm (0 mm, blue; 1 mm,
red)
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3.4 Discussion
This study successfully 1) describes a technique which uses 4DCT to quantify in vivo
glenohumeral contact patterns during dynamic shoulder motion, and examines the reliability of the
proposed technique, and 2) quantifies normal glenohumeral arthrokinematics and translations in
the healthy adult (n=7) during internal rotation to the back. As mentioned in Chapter 1, the internal
rotation to the back motion is significant in activities of daily living, such as washing the back and
opposite shoulder, using a back pocket, managing toileting and clasping a brassiere (Kim et al.,
2020). This motion is limited after a RSA surgery as a consequence of inverting the anatomic
concavities of the glenoid and humerus that creates a fixed structure in which is limited to only
rotate/spin (Roche and Crosby, 2018). Therefore, quantifying normal arthrokinematics can explain
the importance of translation to achieve a healthy range of motion and eventually improve implant
designs.
The proximity maps and JSA of seven healthy glenohumeral joints show a general trend
throughout the motion. Closer contact patterns and higher joint surface area can be noted at the
beginning of the motion when compared to values throughout the motion. Contact patterns and
JSA start decreasing as participants elevated and internally rotated the shoulder around the thorax.
As participants reach their maximum internal rotation to the back, contact patterns and JSA start
increasing. Arthrokinematics data show that on average, joint contact center moved predominantly
in the S/I direction during internal rotation to the back. The average humerus translated a total of
4.9 ± 2.8 mm in the S/I direction, and 3.1 ± 1.4 mm in the A/P direction. Overall, five of seven
participants had glenoid contact location at the anterior half of the glenoid, one at the superior half,
and one at the center of the glenoid. Standard-deviation values in both S/I and A/P directions of
centroid locations can be explained by the variable contact mechanics between subjects throughout
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the motion. In addition, the results of this work explain the importance of translation throughout
the motion to achieve maximum range of motion. Inverting the anatomy in RSA restricts the
shoulder from translating, thus limiting its range of motion during internal rotation to the back.
Glenohumeral joint contact patterns have been measured in a number of cadaveric studies
(Creighton et al., 2007; Ghodadra et al., 2010; Gupta and Lee, 2005; Lin et al., 2013; Soslowsky
et al., 1992; Warner et al., 1998) and have added important knowledge to the literature. However,
in-vitro, cadaveric studies cannot accurately replicate the shoulder’s in-vivo environment in
addition to specimen’s properties changes that may occur during testing. Under in-vivo conditions,
glenohumeral arthrokinematics have previously been quantified using static CT and bi-plane
fluoroscopy during coronal-plane abduction and scapular plane elevation/depression with external
humeral rotation (Bey et al., 2010; Massimini et al., 2014). Bey et al (Bey et al., 2010) quantified
and compared in-vivo glenohumeral contact mechanics during dynamic coronal-plane abduction
of repaired and contralateral shoulders after rotator cuff repair. The joint contact center location of
the closest 200 mm2 contact area between the humerus and glenoid was tracked to describe the
translation and position of the centroid of contact. Massimini et al (Massimini et al., 2014) used a
similar technique to that described by Bey and colleagues (Bey et al., 2010) to determine dynamic
in-vivo glenohumeral contact mechanics in the healthy adult during scapular plane
elevation/depression with external rotation of the humus. During abduction, Bey et al (Bey et al.,
2010) found the joint contact center translated predominantly in the S/I direction compared to the
A/P direction. The contact center travelled approximately a total of 8.0 ± 2.0 mm in the S/I
direction, and 4.0 ± 2.0 mm in the A/P direction. During scapular plane elevation/depression with
external humeral rotation, Massimini et al (Massimini et al., 2014) also found the joint contact
center translated predominantly in the S/I direction compared to the A/P direction. The contact
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center travelled a total of 18.3 ± 10.6 mm in the S/I direction, and 4.5 ± 10.9 mm in the A/P
direction. This is a percent average of 36.6 ± 11.1% and 21.9 ± 8.3% in the S/I and A/P directions,
respectively. The different results in the literature and this study may be explained as a result of
the following variations between the studies: 1) the current study assessed internal rotation to the
back, where previous studies assessed abduction and scapular elevation, respectively, 2) the
humerus during the current study was internally rotated, whereas in previous studies it was either
neutrally or externally rotated, 3) subject age group of the current study was 29 ± 9 years, whereas
in previous studies the age groups were 26 ± 2.4 and 65 ± 10.4 years, and 4) the current study used
4DCT scanning to quantify arthrokinematics, whereas previous studies used CT and bi-plane
fluoroscopy. As mentioned in Chapter 1, bi-plane fluoroscopy is limited by its 2D nature, making
it difficult to detect complex musculoskeletal movements and abnormalities (Baumer et al., 2016;
Bey et al., 2008; Dal Maso et al., 2016; Matsuki et al., 2016; Matsumura et al., 2019; Mozingo et
al., 2019). Four-dimensional computed tomography overcomes this limitation and has promising
clinical outcomes for the visualization and measurement of musculoskeletal kinematics. A recent
study used 4DCT scanning to measure glenohumeral translation during active external rotation
with the shoulder abducted (Matsumura et al., 2019). Matsumoto et al (Matsumura et al., 2019)
found that the humeral head center translated 1.7 mm in the S/I direction and 3.4 mm in the A/P
direction. This study not only assessed a different motion than the current study, but also tracked
the center of the best-fitting sphere of the humeral head surface rather than the center of contact
like the current study. In addition, the reliability of the techniques used was not assessed like the
case of the current study. The approach utilized to quantify glenohumeral arthrokinematics using
4DCT scanning in the current study has shown to be reliable based on the data analyzed. The error
associated with model making is 0.06 mm for the humerus, and 0.26 mm for the glenoid. The
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glenoid was more likely to be affected by image resolution due to lower bone mineral density of
the glenoid when compared to the humerus (glenoid: 356 mg • cm-3, humeral head: 1000 mg • cm3

) (Alidousti et al., 2017; Lehtinen et al., 2004).

3.5 Limitations
The technique developed in this study to quantify in-vivo glenohumeral contact patterns
using 4DCT scanning overcomes the shortcomings of previous quantification methods and
assesses a new motion. However, there are a few study design limitations. Although a CT
technologist remained with the participant to direct them throughout the motion, this is an
unconstrained motion in which participants were not required to follow a specific path while
performing the motion. This resulted in motion variability, and thus high standard deviation. In
addition, since this was a dynamic study, participants reached their maximum range of motion at
different points in time, thus less/more frames to analyze, making it impossible to compare oneto-one frames across participants. The data relies on the accuracy of surface models and image
resolution, which has not been validated, but has shown to be reliable. This study did not evaluate
the translation in the medial/lateral direction as arthrokinematics was quantified. Furthermore,
manual segmentation and registration of this study was time consuming, thus limiting the sample
size that could be analyzed. On average, each participant required roughly 60 hours to analyze.
Lastly, current study excluded females due to higher breast-tissue sensitivity to ionizing radiation
than males.
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3.6 Conclusion
The limitations of current techniques for measuring shoulder motion can be circumvented
when using 4DCT scanning. Four-dimensional computed tomography (time + 3DCT) can be used
to visualize and measure movement in real-time. This work quantified glenohumeral
arthrokinematics using 4DCT as a novel approach for obtaining glenohumeral motion information.
The objectives were met by describing and using a technique that utilizes 4DCT to measure normal
glenohumeral joint motion during internal rotation to the back in terms of joint congruency and
centroid contact location. Arthrokinematics data show that on average, joint contact center moved
predominantly in the S/I direction during internal rotation to the back. The average humerus
translated a total of 4.9 ± 2.8 mm in the S/I direction, and 3.1 ± 1.3 mm in the A/P direction.
Current study indicates the importance of translation to achieve maximum internal rotation to the
back, which is restricted after RSA thus limiting the range of motion. The use of 4DCT as a
biomechanical measuring tool has shown to be a reliable technique in quantifying joint congruency
and centroid translation of the glenohumeral joint.
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Chapter 4: General Discussion and Conclusions
This chapter summarizes the work performed to complete the objectives and hypotheses stated in
Chapter 1 of this thesis. It discusses major conclusions, strengths and limitations of each study.
Lastly, an outline of future work and directions is provided.

4.1 Summary and Conclusions
The shoulder is the most mobile joint in the human body with a wide, coupled and
constrained motion (Lefèvre-Colau et al., 2018; Patel et al., 2018). Its special range of motion
makes the assessment of shoulder biomechanics a challenging task, especially under in-vivo
conditions. Current non-invasive tools for assessing shoulder biomechanics range from static
medical imaging, such as radiographs, MRI and 3DCT, to dynamic medical imaging, such as fourdimensional computed tomography (4DCT) scanning. Four-dimensional computed tomography is
a dynamic CT imaging technique, which allows for evaluation of continuous shoulder motion, as
opposed to sequential static 3DCT. New studies are emerging that employ 4DCT and replace
traditional study designs that combine biplane fluoroscopy and computed tomography. These
studies would benefit from the valuable work that has been done in the past to inform this new
generation of CT motion analysis. As such, this thesis 1) assessed the use of CT to measure
shoulder kinematics, 2) proposed and used a technique that employed 4DCT to quantify
glenohumeral joint congruency and arthrokinematics, and 3) tested the reliability of the proposed
method.
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The first objective of this thesis was to examine the extent and range of methods employing
CT imaging to measure shoulder kinematics in research studies using a systematic literature search
and structured data extraction process. The hypothesis was that the use of CT imaging in the
literature to assess the kinematics of the shoulder presents inconsistencies and significant gaps of
data reporting due to non-standardized protocols. Using a systematic literature search and
structured data extraction method, Chapter 2 reviewed the extent and range of study designs
measuring shoulder kinematics using CT imaging. This chapter addressed the current gaps in data
reporting, and concluded with recommendations for future studies using CT. The objective of this
chapter was achieved, and the hypothesis was confirmed. Based on the results of the review,
participants of published studies were predominantly males, which poses a problem to the
generalizability of the findings, as females have a greater magnitude of shoulder motion than males
(Barnes et al., 2001). Matsuki et al. (Matsuki et al., 2012) excluded females due to ionizing
radiation exposure, but failed to report the radiation dose. In fact, radiation dose was not reported
in most of the studies and the reasons for not including females were not addressed. A sample size
of males and females should be recruited when applicable, or a clear reason should be outlined to
explain the exclusion of a certain sex in a study. In addition, radiation dose should be
communicated to minimize, monitor, and raise awareness of patient dose. This will help the
scientific community develop a standardized radiation exposure index for different imaging
modalities, including computed tomography. The glenohumeral joint was the most studied among
other joints, thus future studies should examine other shoulder joints, such as the scapulothoracic,
acromioclavicular and sternoclavicular joints. Furthermore, the kinematics of the shoulder joints
were examined using the recommendations by the International Society of Biomechanics (ISB) in
14 of the 29 studies included in the review. Researchers are encouraged to use ISB
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recommendations to improve communication among researchers and clinicians and increase
validity and reliability. This will potentially reduce variation in care provided, improve care
coordination, and modify care to evidence-based practice. Lastly, many discrepancies in the
reporting of the examined motions were noted in this chapter. Different authors used different
perspectives and planes to report similar motions, which contributes to confusion and
misunderstanding of the actual examined motion. Researchers are encouraged to provide a clear
description, and/or pictures, of the motions being examined. This makes it easier for other
researchers and clinicians to compare and develop standardized protocols. The findings and
knowledge learned in this chapter was utilized to inform the study design of Chapter 3.
In Chapter 3, the radiation dose was effectively communicated, and the exclusion of
females was explained to the higher breast-tissue sensitivity to ionizing radiation than males. In
addition, a clear description of the motion examined was provided. The objectives of Chapter 3
were 1) to describe a technique which employs 4DCT to quantify in vivo glenohumeral contact
patterns during dynamic shoulder motion, and examine the reliability of the proposed technique,
and 2) To quantify normal glenohumeral joint congruency and arthrokinematics in the healthy
adult during internal rotation to the back. The importance of this motion has been discussed in
Chapter 1 and how it is limited after a reverse shoulder arthroplasty (RSA) surgery that creates a
fixed structure in which is limited to only rotate/spin (Roche and Crosby, 2018). Chapter 3 used
4DCT scanning to measure joint contact patterns and mechanics. The outcomes of proximity maps
and joint surface area (JSA) of seven healthy glenohumeral joint showed a general trend
throughout the motion. Closer contact patterns and higher joint surface area can be noted at the
beginning of the motion when compared to values throughout the motion. Contact patterns and
JSA started decreasing as participants elevated and internally rotated the shoulder around the
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thorax. Contact patterns and JSA increased again as participants reached their maximum internal
rotation to the back. Arthrokinematics data showed that on average, joint contact center moved
predominantly in the S/I direction during internal rotation to the back. The average humerus
translated a total of 4.9 ± 2.8 mm in the S/I direction, and 3.1 ± 1.3 mm in the A/P direction.
Overall, five of seven participants had glenoid contact location at the anterior half of the glenoid,
one at the superior half, and one at the center of the glenoid. The results of this work explained the
importance of translation throughout the motion to achieve maximum range of motion. Inverting
the anatomy in RSA restricts translation of the shoulder, thus limiting range of motion during
internal rotation to the back. In addition, the reliability of the technique used to quantify
glenohumeral joint congruency and arthrokinematics using 4DCT scanning was assessed and has
shown to be reliable based on the data analyzed.

4.2 Strengths and Limitations
The studies conducted in this thesis have several strengths, including the assessment of the
literature employing CT scanning and the identification of current gaps and discrepancies in study
designs (Chapter 2). In addition, this thesis described, implemented, and proved the reliability of
a technique that employs 4DCT scanning to measure glenohumeral joint congruency and
arthrokinematics during internal rotation to the back (Chapter 3). Chapter 2 informs researchers of
current gaps in the literature and recommends that future studies use a comprehensive, descriptive
study designs to allow researchers and clinicians to compare and develop standardized protocols
and indexes. As mentioned earlier, this chapter recommends that researchers 1) include a sample
size of both sex, 2) report radiation dose, 3) examine other shoulder joints in addition to
glenohumeral, 4) use ISB’s recommendations, and 5) provide a clear description, and/or pictures,
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of the motions being examined. Chapter 3 utilized these recommendations to measure
glenohumeral joint congruency and arthrokinematics using 4DCT during internal rotation to the
back. Four-dimensional computed tomography scanning allows for in-vivo testing of human
participants as it is a non-invasive imaging modality. In addition, 4DCT allows for dynamic, realtime visualization and measurement throughout the motion, which overcomes the shortenings of
current static imaging modalities, such as static 3DCT, MRI and radiography. It also overcomes
the limited field of view of bi-plane fluoroscopy imaging. The dynamic imaging of 4DCT enables
accurate visualization and measurement of shoulder motion which could be missed by static
imaging techniques or limited field of view of other dynamic techniques. Therefore, this imaging
modality provides further insight into true shoulder motion. In addition, this study examines
internal rotation to the back, a motion that previous research have not examined. The reliability of
the approach used is another strength of this chapter, as shown by the excellent agreement in
intraclass correlation coefficient test and the low error in the model making process. The in-vivo
nature and unconstrained motion of this study allowed participants to perform the shoulder motion
as close to natural as possible. In addition, participants of this study did not encounter problems or
difficulties fitting in the scanner while performing the motion. For these purposes, the proposed
technique employing 4DCT imaging visualized and measured true, dynamic shoulder motion in
this thesis.
While the findings and technique of this thesis are promising, the research conducted are
not void of limitations. The review of Chapter 2 has several limitations including the focus on
computed tomography imaging techniques only, though shoulder kinematics has been measured
using other in-vivo techniques. Another limitation of the review is that only two databases were
used through the literature search (Embase and PubMed), although these databases are
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comprehensive and inclusive of most of the research papers. The authors also did not
systematically or critically evaluate the articles themselves or comment on the use of cadavers in
comparison to living participants.
While conducting the study of Chapter 3, it was learned that some the recommendations
outlined in Chapter 2 are difficult to meet. The 4DCT scanner has a field of view of 16 cm in which
ISB’s recommended distal landmarks of the humerus were out of the field of view. In addition, the
study excluded females due to higher breast-tissue sensitivity to ionizing radiation than males. The
effective radiation dose would have been 20.9 mSv for females, compared to 17.3 mSv for males.
Joint congruency and arthrokinematics of only the glenohumeral joint were quantified in this
study, as the translation of the contact center of this joint was the focus of interest. Another
limitation of this chapter is the unconstrained motion that resulted in motion variability, but true
shoulder motion. In addition, since this was a dynamic study, participants reached their maximum
range of motion at different points in time, thus less/more frames to analyze, making it impossible
to compare one-to-one frames across participants. Furthermore, the data relies on the accuracy of
surface models and image resolution, which has not been validated, but has shown to be reliable.
This study did not evaluate the translation in the medial/lateral direction as arthrokinematics in the
A/P and S/I directions were the focus of interest. Lastly, manual segmentation and registration in
this study were time consuming, thus limiting the sample size that could be analyzed. On average,
each participant required about 60 hours to analyze. Future work will focus on reducing the time
required to analyze 4DCT scans.
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4.3 Current and Future Directions
The review conducted in Chapter 2 informs scientists of current gaps in the literature and
recommends that future studies 1) include a sample size of both sex, 2) report radiation dose, 3)
examine other shoulder joints in addition to glenohumeral, 4) use ISB’s recommendations, and 5)
provide a clear description, and/or pictures, of the motions being examined. Future studies would
benefit from these recommendations by improving communication among researchers and
clinicians. This will allow for the comparison and development of standardized protocols and
indexes, which will reduce variation in care provided, improve care coordination, and modify care
to evidence-based practice.
The approach of analyzing 4DCT scans in Chapter 3 is time consuming and labour
intensive, as in involves extensive manual segmentation and registration. Thus, limiting the
number of scans analyzed by decreasing the sample size or the number of frames that could be
analyzed. Future work will include the development and application of machine learning and
artificial intelligent algorithm for automatic segmentation and semi-automatic registration as an
efficient data analysis strategy. These approaches will not only allow for faster reconstruction rate
but also increase the accuracy and quality of 3D models, as well as enable the analysis of larger
sample size. In addition, the radiation dose of future studies will significantly drop as lower
resolution will not propose an issue while artificial intelligent takes on the segmentation process.
This will allow for the inclusion of females and the recruitment of larger sample size, in addition
to the examination of multiple motions.
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4.4 Conclusions
Despite the extent in which the shoulder complex has been examined, extensive gaps and
discrepancies still exist in the literature. The recommendations made in this thesis are designed to
increase the efficiency and effectiveness of future studies. When applicable, these
recommendations were followed while conducting the second study which employed 4DCT
scanning. Four-dimensional computed tomography has shown to be a reliable tool for the
visualization and measurement of dynamic in-vivo glenohumeral joint congruency and
arthrokinematics during internal rotation to the back. The results of this work show the importance
of contact center translation throughout the motion to achieve maximum range of motion. Inverting
the anatomy and high constraint in RSA restricts the shoulder from translating, thus limiting its
range of motion during internal rotation to the back. The knowledge advancement of this work can
further advance the field of biomechanics by contributing to the understanding of 4DCT as a
measurement tool in the field. A greater understanding of the arthrokinematics of the glenohumeral
joint can contribute to the improving of implant designs, treatment plans, and post-surgery
outcomes.
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